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Boost for Community Law
Access to justice has received a boost with the 
expansion of a partnership between three major 
banks and Community Law.

The expanded partnership – announced on 13 
October – will see ANZ Bank, ASB and Westpac 
make an annual multi-million dollar donation 
to Community Law.

The partnership will help Community Law 
Centres in more than 140 locations around New 
Zealand provide more and better services to 
clients, say Community Law Centres o Aotearoa 
co-chairs Cameron Madgwick and Bernadette 
Arapere. “This is a clear demonstration of social 
responsibility by the banks and their commitment 
to a healthy civil society.”

For the last 25 years, banks have paid inter-
est from solicitors’ nominated trust accounts 
to a Lawyers and Conveyancers Special Fund. 
Each year around $6 million is paid by the major 
banks to this fund and that amount helps to fund 
community law centres.

ANZ, ASB and Westpac have agreed to vol-
untarily increase their annual contributions 
over and above their legislative requirements 
and to donate this additional amount directly 
to Community Law.

BNZ and TSB came to a separate agreement 
with Community Law in 2014 to increase their 
contributions to the Lawyers and Conveyancers 
Special Fund. Kiwibank is not part of any agree-
ment with Community Law as it does not operate 
nominated trust accounts.

Privacy principles 
important
All the privacy principles should apply to the intel-
ligence agencies, Privacy Commissioner John 
Edwards says in his submission to Parliament’s 
Foreign Affairs, Defence and Trade Committee on 
the New Zealand Intelligence and Security Bill.

Among the Commissioner’s other key rec-
ommendations are that the proposed use and 
disclosure exceptions to privacy principles 10 
and 11 “should explicitly protect the interests 
of national security” and that the bill should 
“strengthen transparency by expanding the 
provisions for reporting agencies’ activities”.

Submissions on the Bill, including the Law 
Society’s submissions, are at www.parliament.
nz/en/pb/bills-and-laws/bills-proposed-laws/
document/00DBHOH_BILL69715_1/.
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Studying and practising law is a great stepping stone into a wide 
variety of other endeavours.

From being a politician to being a world-renowned author, from 
leading a company to helping develop tomorrow’s leaders, there 
are a wealth of examples of people who came to those careers after 
time in the law.

Some very famous politicians practised law. One only has to think 
of such names as Abraham Lincoln, Disraeli and – in a New Zealand 
context – Sir Geoffrey Palmer and David Lange to realise just what 
a great grounding law provides. This issue of LawTalk takes a look 
at a selection of New Zealanders who have moved from the law to 
politics and, in some cases, then moved back to the law again.

Noted novelists also include former lawyers, including John Grisham, 
Henry Fielding and Erle Stanley Gardner of Perry Mason fame. At 
age 15, Charles Dickens was studying as an attorney’s apprentice, 

working in Holborn Court, Gray’s Inn, as a junior clerk.
There are also a huge number of examples of lawyers who have moved into commerce and industry, 

many of them becoming CEOs. The New Zealand commercial world is stacked with examples.
Martin Snedden is one who has moved on from practice with his brother David. He has served as 

CEO of New Zealand Cricket, headed the 2011 Rugby World Cup organising team and is currently CEO 
of Duco Promotions Limited. Duco’s event portfolio includes the NRL Auckland Nines and the Fight For 
Life as well as management of rising boxing star Joseph Parker.

A law qualification takes you much further than simply to downtown Auckland, Wellington, Christchurch. 
With a law degree the world is truly your oyster, and full of opportunities.

I started Auckland University Law School under Dean Jack Northey back in the 1970s when he was 
espousing the philosophy that you take a law degree not to learn how to work in a law office. He was 
very clear that the law degree was not, in his mind, a “meal ticket”, but a broad ranging qualification 
that provided us with many opportunities. He was teaching us how to think, analyse and consider 
issues in a logical fashion. I think that is still true today.

One of the great advantages of a law degree is that you actually get a chance to learn the thinking and 
the analytical skills, as well as learning about particular areas of law. It is about the ability to analyse, 
prioritise and to think through issues in a logical fashion – what are the steps and what is the conclusion.

Take contracts, for example. You’ve got the issues, you’ve got the basic principles, how those princi-
ples are applied and what conclusion does that give you. The same applies in commerce and in many 
walks of life. Sometimes the principles you are applying will be common law principles, sometimes 
they will be statutory and regulatory principles. Those skills and concepts are transferable to a wide 
range of activities and vocations.

It is, then, perhaps no surprise that when you mix in circles with CEOs, CFOs, politicians and even 
authors, you find so many who have either studied or both studied and practised law.

Tim Jones
New Zealand Law Society Auckland Vice-President

From the Law Society

Law a great stepping stone
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Cathy Quinn, chair of 
MinterEllisonRuddWatts, 
has announced she will 
not seek re-election as chair 
at the end of the year. The 
firm will elect a new chair 
with an announcement 
planned for mid-Decem-
ber. After more than eight 

years leading the firm, Cathy will focus on her 
corporate and mergers & acquisitions practice in 
the firm, and developing a non-executive direc-
tor portfolio. Cathy has just been appointed to 
the main Treasury Board having served on the 
Commercial Advisory Board to the Treasury 
since its inception.

Cathy Quinn

On the Move
Amanda Courtney has 
joined the Wellington PDS 
office as a senior lawyer. 
Amanda has practised in 
the criminal and family law 
courts for 24 years, working 
in Whangarei, Hawkes Bay 
and Wellington. Amanda 
has spent 17 of those years 

also as a lawyer for the child and youth advocate 
and has also been a district inspector for mental 
health for seven years.

Anna Patterson has been 
made a partner of Thom-
son Wilson in Whangarei. 
Anna brings to her appoint-
ment litigation experience 
obtained from 11 years as 
a senior Crown prosecutor. 
Anna now specialises in family law with particu-
lar emphasis on separation, property matters 
and child custody disputes.

Amanda Courtney

Anna Patterson

Solomon Islands CJ 
shares rule of law insights

Sir Albert Rocky Palmer, Chief Justice 
of the Solomon Islands, returned Otago 
University’s Law Faculty at the end of 
September to deliver a lecture entitled 
“Strengthening the Rule of Law in a 
Small Developing Nation”.

Sir Albert discussed the concept and 
realities of protecting the “rule of law” 
in the context of his home country’s 
experiences during civil unrest in 2000, 
and the ongoing challenges to law and 
order in the Solomon Islands.

Sir Albert graduated from Otago 
University with a BA (Economics) in 
1982 and an LLB in 1985.

After working in Wellington in various 
legal offices in 1986 – including with 
the Police Legal Section, the Crown Law 
Office and Chapman Tripp Sheffield 
Young – he returned to the Solomon 
Islands and joined the magistracy.

He was appointed to the High Court 
Bench as a Puisne Judge in 1992 and in 
December 2003 was made Chief Justice, 
a position he still holds.

After returning to the Solomon Islands 
he found his “niche” working in the chal-
lenging and dynamic legal milieu that a 
constitutional democracy creates.

“Working on issues relating to the 

Solomon Islands Chief Justice Sir Albert Rocky Palmer (front) with PILSA executive members (from left) 
Melanie Joan Lloyd, Amalie Blackman, Claudia Davison and Sara Lomaloma.

Continued on page 9...

constitution in a country where the 
constitution is supreme – unlike New 
Zealand and the United Kingdom where 
parliament is supreme – is challenging 
because a case can come forward which 
challenges an issue’s legality and con-
stitutionality.

“Every case you deal with is challeng-
ing and new and you always have the 
opportunity to make decisions that are 
specific to that case, so there’s never a dull 
moment as a judge or as a magistrate.”

Sir Albert says he was often thankful 
for a sound legal education when he 
joined the High Court.

“The legal points are often presented, 
and argued, in more detail, so the general 
principles and research skills I gained at 
Otago are often applied.” Otago’s Pacific 
Island Law Students’ Association (PILSA) 
organised an official welcome for Sir 
Albert through the university’s Pacific 
Island Centre and retired High Court 
Judge Sir John Hansen, who sits on the 
Solomon Islands Court of Appeal bench. 
He also attended a dinner at his former 
residential college, Arana College.

Sir Albert’s visit was hosted by PILSA, 
in conjunction with the Law Faculty, with 
additional sponsorship from Bell Gully. ▪
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Alexandra lawyer Tim Cadogan is now 
the region’s Mayor after beating the 
incumbent with twice the number of 
votes during the recent local govern-
ment elections.

Mr Cadogan received 5,288 votes 
compared to Tony Lepper who got 
2,637 votes.

Mr Lepper served two terms as Mayor 
of the region, and a total of 27 years in 
Central Otago local government.

“I’m both humbled and staggered by 
the support I got but it puts a lot of 
responsibility on my shoulders in that I 
have a lot of people who have now put 
their faith in me to lead Central Otago 
into the future,” he says.

Mr Cadogan landed in Alexandra as a 
solo parent in the early 1990s and had 
experienced a dose of hard times being 
on what was called back in those days 
the Domestic Purposes Benefit.

“During my campaign people were 
looking for some empathy from me and 
an understanding of what it’s like to 
have a bit of a battle from day to day. 
We are in a booming region here. We’re 
very blessed throughout Central Otago 
to be in good economic times but that, 
too, also brings difficulties in that some 
of our house prices are getting well out 
of whack with the ability of people to 
be able to pay mortgages or even rent.

“While it’s now my responsibility for 
regional growth I need to make sure that 
nobody is left behind and that nobody 

From DPB to 
radio presenter 
to lawyer and 
now Central 
Otago Mayor
By Nick Butcher

is forgotten,” he says.
In many ways Mr Cadogan wears his heart on his 

sleeve.
He spent many years as a presenter on community 

radio, regularly interviewing people about regional con-
cerns and successes before dusting off his law degree.

After graduating in 1990 at Otago University, he was 
admitted in 2005 and has practised law since, building 
a successful regional business.

During his Mayoral campaign he said he would always 
be available to speak with people one-on-one through-
out the region and that’s a word he intends to keep.

“I said I’d be a leader of the community, not just the 
council. That struck a note with people. I was known 
for my work as a radio presenter which meant I did 
involve myself a lot in the community over more than 
a decade so it wasn’t just a political front to get votes. 
I mean what I say,” he says.

As a lawyer, Mr Cadogan is also the Central Otago 
and Queenstown Disputes Tribunal Referee.

“That resonated with people too. I’m used to medi-
ating. I’m used to bringing people together,” he says.

Continued on next page...

❝ I said 
I’d be a 

leader of the 
community, 
not just the 

council. That 
struck a note 

with people
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What will happen to the 
legal practice now that 
he is Mayor?
There will obviously be a lot less time 
for lawyering with the new job, because 
juggling a busy law practice, the job 
of Mayor and family commitments 
wouldn’t be healthy.

“I’ve trimmed everything back so 
that I retain my family law practice in 
Alexandra and some youth advocate 
work. The job as Mayor is full time so 
the law will be a much smaller part of 
my day-to-day work,” he says.

Like brother, 
like brother…
Being a Mayor is a family affair as Mr 
Cadogan’s older brother Bryan was 
elected unopposed for third term as 
Mayor of the Clutha District in South 
Otago.

He finds the “brothers in arms” situa-
tion both inspiring and amusing.

“Apparently it’s the first time in his-
tory that neighbouring brothers in a 
region have been Mayors. Bryan has 
given me a wealth of advice and so far 
I’ve followed about half of it. I’m very 
much my own man,” he says.

Being Mayor is Mr Cadogan’s third 
career.

“I’m 51. This is the way of the world 
now. You look for opportunities and get 
yourself in the right position to have a 
go. I’ve got some really exciting times 
ahead,” he says.

Mr Cadogan was sworn in as Mayor of 
Central Otago on 26 October at the first 
District Council meeting of his three-year 
term as the region’s leader. ▪

Auckland lawyer Kristine King has been appointed the new 
chair of NZ LAW. Ms King succeeds Auckland lawyer, Michael 
Busch, who has retired from NZ LAW’s board.

Wellington lawyer Natalie Gaskin and Hamilton lawyer 
Daniel (Dan) Moore have been newly elected to the NZ LAW 
board, which now comprises three women and four men.

“NZ LAW acknowledges the strong contribution that women 
have in its member firms by having nearly 50% female rep-
resentation on our board,” Ms King says.

“Women have a significant part to play in the governance 
of any organisation and NZ LAW is well pleased to be leading 
the way.”

A director of Duncan King Law, Ms King was elected to 
NZ LAW’s board in 2012, with special responsibilities for the 
financial portfolio. Her practice areas are property, trusts and 
commercial matters with a special interest in subdivisions. 
Ms King is a regular public speaker and presents on a number 
of property and asset protection issues. In addition she vol-
unteers time to the New Zealand Law Society as a standards 
committee lawyer member in Auckland.

Ms Gaskin is a director of Johnston Lawrence Ltd and advises 
clients on commercial, property and trust matters. She is one 
of New Zealand’s top amateur long-course triathletes and 
competes nationally as well as internationally in ironman and 
half-ironman events. She recently placed second in her divi-
sion at the 70.3 (half-ironman) World Champs in Mooloolaba 
and achieved a top-10 finish at the Ironman World Champs 
in Kona, Hawaii.

Mr Moore is a commercial law partner at Norris Ward 
McKinnon, specialising in joint ventures, IT, commercial prop-
erty and construction law. Dan is also a chair of the Waikato 
Rugby Union’s judiciary and appeals panels and a member of 
the board of trustees for the Waikato Diocesan School for Girls.  
“The board and I would like to acknowledge the contribution 
Michael Busch has made to the board as a director for seven 
years, and in the past three years as chairman,” Ms King says. 
“Under his leadership, NZ LAW has implemented a number of new initiatives to support 
and encourage our members to tackle the challenges that face legal professionals.”

The continuing members of NZ LAW’s board are: Michael de Buyzer, Berry & Co, 
Oamaru; Gerard DeCourcy (a former NZLS Otago branch President), Downie Stewart, 
Dunedin; Jacquie Gray (a former NZLS Board member), Gifford Devine, Hastings; and 
Mark Henderson, Corcoran French, Christchurch.

NZ LAW is an association of independent legal practices with 58 member firms 
located throughout New Zealand. The group was established in 1992 when five law 
firms met in Auckland to find a way to benefit their clients by replicating the conviv-
iality and the sharing of ideas and expertise that occurs in larger law firms, but still 
be able to retain client confidentiality and their own independence. ▪

Woman lawyer appointed 
NZ LAW’s chair

Kristine King

Natalie Gaskin

Dan Moore

From DPB to radio presenter to 
lawyer and now Central Otago 
Mayor Continued from page 7...
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lawyers section, ILANZ.
Ms Taylor has been a lawyer since 1998 

and has worked in various legal roles 
in Wellington, London and Singapore. 
She has worked for the last two years 
in the legal team at the Environmental 
Protection Authority in Wellington 
and takes up a newly-created role as 
Principal Legal Advisor at the Tasman 
District Council this month. If you would 
like to get in touch with Ms Taylor 
about her project, you can contact her 
at sarah@lawstudio.nz. ▪

Sarah Taylor, winner of the 2016 ILANZ Research 
Scholarship, will investigate flexible lawyering.

Ms Taylor’s research project will explore:
 ▪ innovative ways for in-house legal teams to obtain 
ad-hoc legal support;

 ▪ opportunities to leverage an under-utilised pool of 
legal talent; and

 ▪ the benefits and challenges of flexible working in 
the legal profession.
A number of lawyers, for various reasons, need or 

want to be able to work in flexible ways, Ms Taylor says. 
She is concerned that the legal profession was losing 
some good lawyers because of the lack of flexibility 
in the market.

“This is not just about women with kids,” she says. 
“There are a lot of lawyers, men and women, who for 
various reasons, can’t or don’t want to work in perma-
nent full-time office jobs. If the legal profession wants 
to continue to attract and retain good lawyers, it needs 
to be open to flexible ways of working.”

While Ms Taylor’s study focuses on the in-house pro-
fession, her findings and conclusions are likely to be 
relevant to the legal profession as a whole, she says. 
She is undertaking her project until the end of the year 
and her report will be published by the NZLS in-house 

Flexible 
lawyering focus 
of research

Five lawyers have joined Buddle Findlay 
recently. Charlotte Hendriks has joined 
the firm’s Auckland office as a solicitor in 
the employment and general litigation teams. 
Charlotte advises on a range of employment 
matters, including holiday and leave entitle-
ments, redundancies and general employment 
agreements. She also assists with general 
litigation matters, including discovery and 
debt recovery. Libby Cowper has joined the 
Wellington office as a solicitor in the environ-
ment and resource management team. Libby 
advises on resource management, local gov-
ernment and Māori law issues. Before joining 
Buddle Findlay, Libby worked as advisor in the 
legislation team at the Canterbury Earthquake 
Recovery Authority. Henry Hillind has joined 
the Wellington office as a solicitor in the corpo-
rate and finance team. Henry advises on trans-
actional banking and corporate governance. 
He also has experience with funds manage-
ment and in mergers and acquisitions. Patrick 
Carter has joined the Christchurch office as a 
solicitor in the business team. Patrick advises 
on commercial, local government and property 
law. maria Clezy has joined the Auckland 
office as a solicitor in the taxation team. Maria 
advises domestic and foreign clients on the 
New Zealand income 
tax and GST conse-
quences of a broad 
range of transactions 
including mergers and 
acquisitions, inbound 
and outbound invest-
ment, and corporate 
restructurings.

Charlotte Hendriks

Henry Hillind

Maria Clezy

Libby Cowper

Patrick Carter

Following a major refurbishment, Blackstone Chambers has been 
re-established in Auckland. It houses six barristers: Gerard mcCoy 
QC, Susan Gray, Julie-Anne Kincade, emma Priest, martin 
Hislop, maria mortimer and maria Cole.

On the move Continued...
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“Be strong, be courageous, be stead-
fast.” This was the final encouragement 
with which Solicitor-General Una Jagose 
QC ended her address at the recent 
Government Lawyers Conference in 
Wellington.

Her keynote address spoke of the 
need for government lawyers to practise 
smart, agile lawyering in meeting their 
collective challenge to deliver value and 
stewardship to the Crown as its “uber 
in-house legal team”. She suggested the 
traditional solicitor-client relationship 
was too rigid and transactional to meet 
this challenge and instead a more collab-
orative style of lawyering was needed 
across the network.

Ms Jagose spoke of the role of the 
Solicitor-General as being both a priv-
ilege and a burden and the need to 
consider “what is the proper view of 
the law that the Crown should take?” 
The guiding principles were always the 
rule and integrity of the law, she said.

New Zealand was best served by 
lawyers who held executive to account, 
spoke truth to power and behaved con-
structively in service to the public. Some 
degree of conflict was inevitable around 
the provision and acceptance of legal 
advice due to competing risk tolerances 
but government must act and must be 
seen to act lawfully.

The importance of good relationships 
was emphasised, with the simple but 
sage advice “being nice and having 
respect for people is powerful.” Ms 
Jagose encouraged the delegates to “put 
people first and always observe basic 
courtesies of being polite and timely”.

Influence was not about where you 
were in the hierarchy but who you could 
have an impact on as part of the wider 
whole. Building influence included 
delivering legal advice in smart ways 

By Helen Mackay

Solicitor-General inspires government 
lawyers

that connected with the audience who 
received them.

The answer today was seldom the 
classic legal opinion. Ms Jagose stressed 
that lawyers still needed to go through 
the discipline of rigorous thinking and 
interpretation for which there were no 
short-cuts but that the work product 
given to the decision-maker could be a 
diagram, a brief for a discussion round-
table or a flowchart rather than a lengthy 
text document.

Talent development was a key focus 
of Ms Jagose’s work as Chief Executive 
of Crown Law. She said she wanted her 
colleagues to love their work and for 
others to see the system value prop-
osition.

Lawyers were well-placed to act as 
problem spotters and solvers within the 
Crown and to understand context and 

consequence. They must get comfort-
able with disruption to order and always 
put the rule of law first. The scope and 
nature of the challenge was embodied 
in the Chilcott report which provided an 
important case study in the multitude 
of ways in which the independence of 
a lawyer might be compromised.

Crown Law’s helicopter view across 
the whole system meant it was well-
placed to understand and advise on 
Crown risks and opportunities. This 
vision of a networked system used wisely 
was a powerful one which will enable 
government lawyers to be the “adaptable 
and agile” lawyers that their Solicitor-
General encourages them to be. ▪

Helen mackay was, until recently, manager 
of the New Zealand Law Society in-house 
lawyers association, ILANZ.

Hazel Bowering-Scott Jasmine Koh

Victoria Hadlow

Entries are now open for the 2017 New 
Zealand Society of Construction Law’s 
(SCL) essay prize competition.

The Essay Prize Competition is 
designed to encourage an interest in, and 
the study of, construction law among 
undergraduate or recently graduated 
students.

Proposed topics, and the author’s or 
authors’ eligibility, must be submitted 
for approval by 30 November, and essays 
must be received by SCL’s systems man-
ager by 31 March 2017.

This is the sixth year the SCL New 
Zealand has run the competition. 
For more information see http://
constructionlaw.org.nz. ▪

Construction 
law essay 
contest

Two lawyers have joined 
Wynn Williams and another 
has been promoted. Hazel 
bowering-Scott was pro-
moted to solicitor in the 
insurance team. Jasmine 
Koh has started in the cor-
porate and finance team as 
an associate, and victoria 

Hadlow has started in the corporate and finance 
team as a solicitor.

On the move Continued from page 9...
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Our Profession, Our People

Napier
Johanna Marie King

Auckland
Waldo Louis Abrie
Laura Kate Adams
Kit Alexander Giles Adamson
Joshua Tane Airey
Grace Helen Alexander
Rebecca Jean Allen
Sylvie Elizabeth Allen
Elbert Angkiriwang
Amir Ansari
Peggy Mikaela Anstett
Colin James Ballantine
Renee Jean Bayer
Roshni Jothikumar Bava
Luke Carl Becker
Pierce Jack Bedogni
Gemma Frances Benge
Lauran Tetianui Itinga Soleil Bergin
Alexander James Best
Charlotte Ellen Best
Timothy James Benbow Blackwell
Hannah Sarah Jamieson Blewden
Smruthi Bommoju
Samuel Ian Bookman
Alexia Marguerite Buddle
Thomas Jeffrey Burgess
Erica Marie Burke
Lucas Samuel Burn
Chantelle Louise Buysers-Dean
Felicity Kate Carrick-Eede
Christopher Jean Carrington
Andrew John Cartwright
Patrick Robert David Carter
Helen Huan Ming Chen
Amanda Yu-Shan Cheng

Agnes Tin Nam Cheung
Jonathan Andrew Choie
Elizabeth Prudence Christmas
Maria Katherine Clezy
Charlotte Lee Clouston
Jessica Mary Miekle Cole
Matthew David Samuel Coles
Rebecca Emily Compson
Sean Thomas Coupe
Gregory Thomas Cowley
Petar Curin
David Thomas Dela Rue
Karuna Noor-Jahan Deobhakta
Rachel Anne Dunning
Laura Therese Eaton
Edward John Harcourt Elvin
Michelle Rachel Eng
Bianca Maria Fernandes
Luke James Fraser
Gabriella Rose Garcia
Rez Gardi
Zoe Garrett
Alice Elizabeth Vera Gilbert
Edward Neil Grant
Taylor James Parker Gray
Victoria Frances Harrison
Victoria Jane Henderson
Charlotte Anne Hendriks
James Andrew Herring
Nicole Lisa Aimee Hewitt
Basia Zeng Li Hing
Katie Rose Hirst
Yu Yuen Ho
Benjamin Nicholas Hollier
Esprit Hong
Courtney Maitland Hotchin
Colin David Hunter
Sujeong Hur

Lydia Victoria Florence Ingram
Samuel Charles Insley Jeffs
Christine Claire James
Rosemary Grace Judd
Justis Levaula Nairobi Kamu
Chitra Devi Kartick
Stuart James Kett
Jong Hoi Kim
Jae Hyun Kim
Esther Bo Kyung Kim
Rawaho Riley Nikorima Kupa
Hannah Natasha Lal
Bridget Marjorie Lambert
Hee Loo Lee
Michelle Qun-Yeo Lee
Byong Kun Lim
Cheng Kun Liu
Danielle Ta Heke Lucas
Jing Jing Luo
Mollie Rose Matich
Daniel James McDougall
Everett Claudio McIvor
Rebekah Margaret McKenna
Jonaan Ngamoni McLeod
Zachary Scott Meehan
Rebecca Joanne Miranda
Yunyi Moon
Ken Jeen Ng
Sherynne Kye Xin Ng
Simon Thomas Noonan
Edith Caroline Rosa Offner
Won Seok Oh
Elizabeth Mary Oliver
Matthew Jared Parbhu
Rhian Angelina Perira
Gordon Maximilian Pilot
Seraphim April Potifara
Vickki Amanda Quinn

Ashmin Nisha Ratnam
Cassandra Maree Rea
Sarah Elizabeth Redding
Dustin Paul Joshua Reed
Hamish Chamberlain Reid
Sida Ren
Katie Renee Anderson Robb
Sarah Frances Round
Marina Latdavanh Samountry
Ying Ling Seah
Mohammad Shabani
Rahul Sharma
Maxwell Hugh Smith
Brittany Jane Smith-Frank
Epenesa Sooula
Christina Ksenia Spivak
Hartley David Barrie Spring
Meggan Astrid Steer
Daniel Jacob Taumihau
Michael Joseph Fitz Taylor
Abigail Ruth Cea Tecson
Benjamin Scott Thomson
Christopher David John Thomson
Hannah Elizabeth Tui Thomson
Connor John Tinker
Danielle Samantha Turk
Matthew Karaka Tihi
Hans Edward To’o
Su Lin Tye
Tiffany Lynlie Utama
Melissa Vandeyar
Emma Charlotte Warner
Anthony Webster
Alexandra Margaret Wills
Emily Yuin-Wei Wu
Elizabeth Mary Zandbergen
Sarah Natasha Zellman
Mary Yun Zhou

The New Zealand Law Society welcomes the following recently 
admitted lawyers to the profession:

Welcome to the profession

DX Mail also offer a DX overnight service that delivers a 
nationwide box-to-box overnight delivery, Monday to Friday.
Conditions apply. Contact us to find out more.

• All domestic postal mail
• All international mail regardless of delivery address
• International courier
• Bulk parcel mail
• Daily head office to branch communication
• Mailroom management and consultancy
• E-services

Providing 
total mail 

solutions to the 
New Zealand 

business sector 
for over two 

decades

ONE COMPANY — ONE ACCOUNT
0800 800 230 | www.dxmail.co.nz
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The Otago Women Lawyers’ Society (OWLS) celebrated 
its 30th anniversary with a gala dinner at Toitū Otago 
Settlers Museum in Dunedin on 14 October.

The judiciary, Queens Counsel, OWLS life members, 
past and present members, Otago University Law Faculty, 
and the local profession all attended in large numbers 
to help OWLS celebrate in style.

Master of ceremonies Anita Chan QC helped the 
evening run smoothly, and guests were treated to 
extremely impressive speeches from Sally McMillan 
and Dame Silvia Cartwright.

Ms McMillan shared some of the history of OWLS 
and played excerpts from oral histories of life members 
recorded in 1993, which was particularly special. Dame 
Silvia gave an engaging speech about her experiences 
as Governor-General and the various hats she wore 
in that role.

Kimberly Jarvis, the present OWLS Convenor, pre-
sented owl brooches to three life members, Dame Silvia, 
Judge Annis Somerville and Judge Rosemary Riddell, 
after it had been discovered earlier in the year that 
the tradition of giving brooches to life members was 
a relatively recent tradition.

The formalities of the evening were concluded by 
cutting a cake in the shape of a law report, which was 
made by the Slice of Heaven Cake Company and a series 
of formal photos including the first committee members, 
past convenors, and OWLS members.

Once the formalities had concluded, guests danced 

OWLS celebrates 30 years

the night away to live music from The 
Plus Ones.

The gala was certainly a night to 
remember and was enjoyed by all in 
attendance. OWLS looks forward to 
doing it all again in another 10 years. 
A big thank you to the hard-working gala 
subcommittee for pulling it all together 
in such style. ▪

❝ The 
gala was 
certainly 

a night to 
remember 

▲  Past OWLS Convenors at the gala dinner (from left) Stephanie Pettigrew, Kathryn Buchanan, Jonelle Williams, Debbie Ericsson, Judge 
Rosemary Riddell, Jo Hambleton, Pene Williams, Allie Cunninghame, Kimberly Jarvis, Kam Niak, Louise Garthwaite, Anita Chan QC, Judge 
Annis Somerville, Sally McMillian and Donna Buckingham.

▲  The gala organising sub-committee (from left) Kylie Hope, Rebecca Barton, 
Kimberly Jarvis, Lizzie McKenzie and Ruth Ballantyne.
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Our Profession, Our People

Two Auckland criminal barristers have each 
begun a project to help sentenced people in 
different ways than defending them or pro-
viding legal services.

Susan Gray and Emma Priest, from the 
recently re-established Blackstone Chambers, 
aim to follow the words of Barbara Mikulski, 
who said: “Each one of us can make a differ-
ence. Together we make change.”

“As part of our practice we want to contrib-
ute to society in a meaningful way,” Ms Priest 
says. “We decided to create The Good Lawyer 
platform to do this (www.thegoodlawyer.co.nz).

“My first project is the Good Book Project. I 
want to fill New Zealand’s prisons with books.

“There is a chronic shortage of books in New 
Zealand prisons, particularly in minority lan-
guages. Reading allows prisoners to experience 
and think about new ideas, and human sto-
ries, both similar and different to their own. 
Either way, reading in prison can offer hope, 
knowledge and help pass the days and nights in a constructive way.

“So if you have a book (or several) to donate, please send me an 
email, emma@thegoodlawyer.co.nz, or drop them off to me at Blackstone 
Chambers at 14 Wyndham Street, Auckland.

“Susan’s first project is Shirt On Your Back, an initiative to provide 
shirts to people held in custody for jury trials or where the media 
will be present in court. [The aim is] to minimise prejudice based on 
their appearance.

“As criminal practitioners are aware, many defendants on remand 
do not have visitors, or access to a clean presentable smart shirt. This 
causes stress and inequality in the justice process.

“We have permission from the Department of Corrections to have 
the shirts available at Mt Eden Prison. They will be regularly laundered 
by Corrections. Discussions are under way to provide the same for 
women at Wiri Prison in Manukau.

“If you have any good condition shirts, men’s and women’s of all sizes 
to donate, please deliver them to Blackstone Chambers, 14 Wyndham 
Street, Auckland. They will be gratefully received. Or email Susan at 
susan@thegoodlawyer.co.nz.” ▪

New way to be a 
‘good lawyer’

Susan Gray

Emma Priest

Use us as your legal 
research provider

The NZLS Library, legal research 
and document delivery service is 
fast, e�  cient and thorough.

With our extensive resources we 
can provide comprehensive cost-
e� ective searches of case law and 
commentary both in New Zealand 
and internationally.

FOR MORE 
INFORMATION ABOU T 
OUR SERVICES :
www.lawsociety.org.nz/home/for-
lawyers/law-library/services

AUCKLAND 
auckland@nzlslibrary.org.nz�
09 304 1020

WELLINGTON 
wellington@nzlslibrary.org.nz�
04 473 6202

CANTERBURY 
canterbury@nzlslibrary.org.nz�
03 377 1852

❝ Musical innovation is full of danger 
to the State, for when modes of music 
change, the fundamental laws of the 

State always change with them.” 
 ― Plato, The Republic
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How and why 
some lawyers 
morph into 
politicians By 

Nick Butcher

So what drives a lawyer 
into political life and is it 
really a good fit?
“It was the legal advocacy background 
that drove me to the law, not the desire 
for a large pay cheque,” says Green Party 
co-leader, Metiria Turei.

Ms Turei is one of the politicians in 
Parliament with an LLB.

“My foray into law actually came through 
being involved in activist politics in the 
1980s. I was even arrested once. It was 
very much about challenging the dominant 
paradigm. People who had power and their 
use of that power over people who didn’t 
have any,” she says.

After becoming a single mum at 22, Ms 
Turei decided she needed to find a career 
that could set her up to care for her daughter.

“By the time I’d applied for law school, 
I’d already engaged with the law a lot. I’d 
been to select committee hearings and pre-
sented submissions. I’d been at protests and 
challenged laws themselves. I’d analysed 
various laws and had written about them.”

Training incentive 
allowance was the pathway 
to law school
Using a training incentive allowance, she 
put herself through law school, graduat-
ing in 1999 from Auckland University and 
going on to work as a commercial lawyer 

at Simpson Grierson.
“I was there for over three years and 

really loved it as I learned so much. At the 
beginning of my law degree I had intended 
to go into policy work. By the end of it I was 
keen on court work in criminal and family 
because those were the people that I had 
been dealing with during my activist years.”

Having spent a lot of time interpreting 
law, she says the opportunity to make law 
appeared to be the next professional step 
in a legal career.

“Politics is about advocacy and hopefully 
having a bigger sense of taking respon-
sibility for the well-being of the whole 
country. I think some lawyers come into 
politics because of the ability to change 

If you take a closer look at the education jackets of politicians 
currently working on policy in the Beehive, you’ll find many of them actually started 
out as lawyers.

Some might say it’s a practical marriage of social ideals because politicians create leg-
islation and barristers and solicitors speak the language of the law.
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things, you know – move society forward in a better way 
and therefore use those legal skills to achieve that by the 
making of good laws.

“It can get a bit depressing sometimes when you realise 
there is a lack of rigour in some of the policy development. 
There’s often little raw analysis of the actual details and 
effect of the law yet that’s what the select committee 
process is supposed to be about. But it can seem more 
about politics than law sometimes,” she said.

Two kinds of lawyers in politics?
Ms Turei questions whether some lawyers enter politics 
simply for the power trip.

“Is there a split between those lawyers with advocacy 
backgrounds who get into politics to help create better 
legislation and those lawyers that are there because being 
a lawyer gives you a status and allows you to win a seat 
or gain popularity or a higher position within an organ-
isation?” she asks.

Stephen Franks started out as a lawyer, then went into 
politics with the ACT Party before returning to practising law.

Mr Franks was admitted 40 years ago after studying at 
Victoria University.

“For about two years, I did what was considered back 
then a pretty common apprenticeship in my first job as a 
lawyer. I did estate work, conveyancing and court work. 
That’s what you had to cut your teeth on back in those 
days,” he says.

Living and working on a commune in 
China
Once Mr Franks (who was on the left during his student 
politics days) had gained some general experience as a 
lawyer, it was off to China with plans to live and work 
on a commune.

But Mr Franks and his travelling friends arrived in China 
in 1976 during a tense period of political unrest.

It was the days of the so-called ‘Gang of Four’ – a quartet 
of political and economic radicals who had emerged as 
powerbrokers during the Cultural Revolution in China.

“The atmosphere was frightening and uncertain. As 
foreigners we were told to stay in our hotel rooms. I’m 
not sure what would have happened if we had left the 
hotel,” he says.

What transpired is that for Mr Franks and his friends 
to stay in China, they had to assume identities that China 
considered friendly to the nation, as recommended by their 
hosts at the commune they wanted to live at.

“We then spent the next few months masquerading 
as Albanians. In those days what restrictions were put 
on you and how much you could move about was deter-
mined by how fraternal your birth country was with 
China,” he says.

After seven weeks in China, Mr Franks then spent a month 
living in the Soviet Union (now the Russian Federation) 
before eventually arriving in the less hostile Sweden.
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Green Party co-leader, metiria Turei ▶

◀ Former ACT Party mP, Stephen Franks

Losing his left-wing convictions
“I arrived in Sweden for summer work and stayed with 
three students who thought they were Maoists and 
I realised I’d lost my left wing convictions and had 
become cynical and apolitical because there wasn’t 
very much about life behind the iron curtain in either 
China or Russia during the 70s that was very attractive. 
Everyday people in both China and Russia seemed 
quite terrified,” he says.

After about two years overseas, Mr Franks arrived 
back in Wellington and worked in the Office of the 
Ombudsman, still unaware that his future would be 
political.

“It’s a painless way to understand how Government 
systems work. You get to investigate a lot of files and 
I was working for Sir George Laking who was the 
Chief Ombudsman at the time and he really got things 
done,” he says.

Before he entered politics, Mr Franks practised as 

a lawyer for Chapman Tripp, working on legislative 
projects and worked with the Labour Party’s Roger 
Douglas after he lost office.

The Association of Consumers and Taxpayers was 
founded by Mr Douglas and Derek Quigley in 1993.

Over the next two years it grew into a political party 
known as ACT but it wasn’t until 1996 that Roger 
Douglas and Richard Prebble came knocking on his 
door as a possible candidate for the upcoming general 
elections under MMP.

“I wasn’t even a member of the ACT Party. I told them 
I hadn’t thought about politics and my wife – who 
was a parliamentary journalist at the time – didn’t 
think I’d be into it, saying I’d be too undiplomatic.

“But I started listening to radio and interviews and 
thought, I could do better than that, so when Roger 
phoned me back I said I don’t want to waste your time. 
Either put me at the bottom of the list or somewhere 
near the top,” he says.

To Mr Frank’s surprise, he was placed at number 
three on the ACT Party list.

“My wife was quite angry about this, as she thought 
it would rebound on our four children who were at 
school and that it wasn’t what she signed up for, but 
I think a lot of spouses find it difficult being mar-
ried to a politician although it is easier if you live in 
Wellington,” he says.
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◀  Labour Party mP & Shadow 
Attorney-General, David Parker

Political life can be lonely
“It’s a very lonely life in many ways. Politics 
attracts a lot of ‘odd egos’ and often people 
who are working out their personal demons 
in public.

“There’s friends I made still in politics 
and people I still respect a lot more than I 
ever expected to but you don’t really ever 
fully trust anyone. There’s a few friend-
ships where you know that you’ve got each 
other’s back but mostly politics is filled 
with people who don’t bond strongly. I left 
because the public sacked me. I lost my 
seat in the 2005 general election,” he says.

At a glance there are many politicians 
with law degrees from the past and the 
present. The late David Lange was a lawyer, 
Andrew Little was a lawyer, so was Amy 
Adams and Simon Bridges. David Parker 
was a lawyer. Winston Peters was too … 
the list goes on.

President Barack Obama was a lawyer 
and, believe it or not, President Vladimir 
Putin also has a law degree.

But Mr Franks says very few of the cur-
rent crop of politicians have been what he 
refers to as “real lawyers”.

“Amy Adams was, Winston was for a 
while but just because you do a law degree, 
that doesn’t make you a lawyer. Many of 
the current crop of politicians haven’t done 

much else except politics. I think that’s a real shame. People 
shouldn’t go into politics until they’ve done at least 20 
years of something else,” he says.

If anything we're a bit short of 
lawyers
The Labour Party’s David Parker was a practising 
lawyer, having been admitted in 1981 before the call of 
politics hooked him.

Mr Parker is the environment spokesperson and shadow 
Attorney-General.

“There’s fewer lawyers in Parliament these days than 
there used to be and if anything we are actually a bit short 
of lawyers,” he says.

Before political life began as an elected MP in 2002, 
David Parker was a partner at law firm Anderson Lloyd, 
after starting off as a Resource Management Act lawyer 
and then a civil litigator.

“I became sick of civil litigation because I didn’t think 

the fees being charged justified the scope of the work and 
when I stop enjoying doing something, I do something 
different.

“I have a social conscience and, with the help of other 
lawyers, we set up the Dunedin Community Law Centre,” 
he says.

At one point in his career, about 23 years ago, Mr Parker 
says he was practically broke.

“It was the most stressful and difficult period of my life. 
I was cleaned out financially. You have feelings of shame. 
It was terrible and I’m certainly more accepting of people’s 
frailties than I was in the past,” he says.

However things turned around and after working full-
time for a lawyer for a couple of years he went into busi-
ness with the late Howard Patterson, a multi-millionaire 
Dunedin businessman.

“I was also a member of the Labour Party and what 
caused me to become active as opposed to being just a 
member was changes that were being made in the elec-
tricity market.

“As a person from Otago, I was aware of the effect that 
energy had on the region, with dams on the Waitaki and 
Clutha rivers and other significant rivers. At the time 
there were changes being made to energy policy which 
I thought were wrong. That caused me to get active with 
Pete Hodgson (senior Cabinet Minister within the New 
Zealand Government from 1999 to 2008) in the Dunedin 
North electorate.

“One thing led to another and I stood for the Otago seat, 
not expecting to win as it was a safe National seat, held 
by Gavin Herlihy. It was a surprise to a few people and I 
had to give up my day job,” he says.

It’s not unsurprising that Mr Parker entered politics 

❝ President 
barack obama 

was a lawyer 
and, believe it or 

not, President 
vladimir Putin 

also has a 
law degree 
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because there was regularly a political flavour around 
the dinner table growing up.

“My mother was active in the woman’s movement and 
the Abortion Law Reform Association and Homosexual 
Law Reform. The Vietnam War was just about over as I 
was growing up but it was on the news every night.

“The Springbok tour and apartheid issues were very raw 
when I was at university. It was a lot more political when 
I was there with protest marches. We were demonstrating 
about what we thought was inadequate training for the 
practice of law as opposed to the theory of law.”

Mr Parker studied law at a time when the late Prime 
Minister Sir Robert Muldoon was at his peak.

Biggest loss in court a major driver 
for a political career
“My best loss in court was representing a real estate agent 
on criminal charges of being party to a breach of the Rent 
Freeze Regulations. I spent weeks on submissions and 
lost the case but it was another formative part of how I 
got into politics,” he says.

Practising as a lawyer and working on Water Conservation 
Orders after being trained by the late Jim Guthrie were 
also drivers towards politics.

And there were the Children of the Poor books by John 
A Lee, of which many were based in Dunedin.

◀  Former Prime minister, Sir Geoffrey Palmer QC

“There’s this wonderful Scottish ances-
try there that believed in the education 
of people being the source of opportunity 
but it also believed in thrift, hard work 
and fair outcomes, and we’ve lost that in 
New Zealand with so much wealth being 
accumulated by the top few percent. We’ve 
lost social mobility in a way that makes us 
all poorer in my opinion,” he says.

Before Mr Parker turned to politics, his 
legal and business career was lucrative, 
and he says he was creaming it but making 
buckets of money isn’t a driving force in 
his life.

That’s because he also knows what it feels 
like to fall on hard financial times, having 
done so over two decades ago, and that’s 
something he has not forgotten.

“I understand human frailties and can 
have more influence here in politics than 
in any other field and I still earn a decent 
living,” he says.

Sir Geoffrey Palmer QC needs no intro-
duction. He has been a lawyer for over half 
a century, as he was admitted in 1966. Sir 
Geoffrey is also a Law Professor and still 
teaches law students.

He entered the colourful world of politics 

as the MP for Christchurch Central in 1979. 
In Parliament he held the offices of the 
Labour Government’s Attorney-General, 
Minister of Justice, and Leader of the House, 
Deputy Prime Minister and Prime Minister. 
He left politics in 1990, but during his 
decade he crafted many pieces of legislation 
including the Resource Management Act, 
the Bill of Rights Act, the Constitution Act, 
and he established the Law Commission.

Sir Geoffrey’s work as a law professor 
began in both New Zealand and the United 
States of America long before his political 
career got off the ground.

“That background in constitutional law 
really makes you very interested in how 
the law is made and what the difference 
between good law and bad law is.

“I also worked on the Woodhouse report 
(which later recommended the ACC system 
be established) in the late 1960s and was 
involved in writing the government white 
paper on that. I also worked on the same 
inquiry in Australia – when Sir Owen 
Woodhouse was asked to go there. That 
experience gave me an enormous insight 

❝ I ... can have 
more influence 
here in politics 

than in any 
other field 
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into the policy and law making process.”
Sir Geoffrey says while being an advisor 

is nice, it is better to be able to make the 
decisions.

“I felt that those were the forces that 
impelled me to go into politics because if 
you want to change things there is really no 
other way of doing it. Judges and lawyers 
in their normal life of acting for clients get 
involved in disputes about how the law 
applies but they don’t get to make the law.

Does Sir Geoffrey agree 
with Stephen Franks in 
that lawyers should get 
solid practising experience 
before entering politics?
“Getting a law degree is one thing but 
having the knowledge on the application 
of it in real life is another thing.

“One of the difficulties that law students 
who become lawyers have to face is that 
they go through a long period of education 
and then they get into a law office and 
they go through a long period of training 
again. It takes time to pick up and really 
get immersed in law,” Sir Geoffrey says.

And let’s not forget, there are over 65,000 
pages of statute law in New Zealand.

“It would be very difficult to know all of 
the law that we have. It all depends on the 
issue you have in Parliament as to whether 
the practical experience you’ve had will be 
valuable,” he says.

Sir Geoffrey says there appears to be 
a natural synergy between lawyers and 
Parliament.

“And people who are exposed to law in 
their daily work do know whether some-
thing will work or whether it won’t and 
what the practical fishhooks might be.

“When I was first in Parliament, I sat on 
the Statutes Revision Committee which 
really consisted of in those days a whole lot 
of National Party farmers and a whole lot 
of Labour Party lawyers. We had wonderful 
debates in those days and if the National 
Party farmers thought we had a point, they 
would go back to their caucus and we could 
get the bill changed.

“Those committees were very important 
in trying to work out the legislation that 
would actually work, and that’s a very 
important feature of the legislative process 

minister of Justice, Amy Adams ▶

and quite often the public servants who work on these 
matters are not directly involved in them and they haven’t 
worked quite often in the private sector and you do get a 
different perspective if you’ve had exposure to all of that. 
I do think the Parliament that makes the final decisions 
on what the law should be and how it should be drafted, 
those are very important matters because they are the 
things that drive the decision-making,” he says.

Sir Geoffrey says that legal training is very helpful but 
points out it is a house of representatives.

“You have to have representation from all sectors of the 
community and you don’t want to have it dominated by 
lawyers because lawyers have certain weaknesses when 
it comes to these matters as well. To a large extent law 
is a backward looking profession because it’s based on 
precedent, judicial decisions and firm analytical reason-
ing,” he says.

Sir Geoffrey says in politics there’s a lot of passion and 
emotion and you don’t want what he describes as “rule 
by lawyers”.

Looking back at his long career, Sir Geoffrey Palmer says 
in his own words, it is about having interesting things to do.

“You don’t want to go to work feeling like there’s nothing 
much to do. I still teach at Victoria University and I derive 

❝ There 
appears to be a 
natural synergy 

between 
lawyers and 
Parliament
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enormous satisfaction out of that. I’m 
teaching a course on climate change and the 
law. I’m teaching another one on legislative 
design and I work as a barrister dealing with 
a lot of environmental issues and I’ve just 
written a book A Constitution for Aotearoa 
New Zealand with Dr Andrew Butler who’s 
a partner with Russell McVeagh.

“The law can be a constructive force for 
good and the legal profession has an obli-
gation to ensure that is the case.

“One of the things about living in a 
democracy is that we have a fairly good 
system of rule of law and it brings with it 
many blessings. You only have to look at 
what is going on in the Middle East to see 
what the absence of peace, order and good 
government does to a country,” he says.

The Justice Minister, Amy Adams, studied 
law at Canterbury University, graduating 
with first class honours in 1992.

After specialising in commercial and 
property law and making partner with 
Mortlock McCormack Law in Christchurch, 
Ms Adams was elected to Parliament in 
2008.

Ms Adams knew from a very young age 
what she wanted to do for a career.

“I had decided very early as a child that I 
was going to be a lawyer. In hindsight I had 
no clue what that actually meant. It was 
something that fed into my young brain.

“I carried on down that path and obvi-
ously law school is very different to what 

this is where you can get involved in these decisions. I 
felt I could make a contribution and that it would be far 
more meaningful for me,” she says.

Politics a gamble with no political 
experience
And stepping into politics was a gamble, as Ms Adams 
did not come from a family with strong political views 
nor had she studied political science.

“I hadn’t been involved in student politics. I didn’t have 
a great dynasty of people to fall back on. It was very much 
a leap into the unknown. I didn’t have any great expecta-
tions that I would be successful but I decided that if I at 
least didn’t try, I would always kick myself and wonder 
what might have been,” she says.

Ms Adams says politics is a peculiar beast in that some 
people come into it and make it their lifelong career, such 
as spending 30 years in the game.

“My view is that it’s a role that takes an immense amount 
out of you and it gives an immense amount back to you 
as long as you have that passion and that drive and will-
ingness to do it.

“I plan to be here as long as I can keep the level of 
enthusiasm and energy up and continue to do things that 
matter,” she says.

you think it is going to be like and then there’s practising 
law. There’s a lot of relearning your expectations as to 
what being a lawyer will mean.

“I enjoyed my time as a lawyer but at the same time I 
didn’t find it to be something I felt really passionate about, 
and made me want to get up in the morning and that I 
could see myself doing for the next 30 years,” she says.

Ms Adams is a goal oriented person. She made partner 
at 32.

“So at that point, I was asking myself, what do I want 
to do next? I was also feeling frustrated by having to tell 
people who would ask about legal matters, oh that’s just 
the way the system is or that’s how the law works.”

Questioning why some laws worked 
the way they did led to political life
Ms Adams began questioning why various laws worked 
the way they did and set her sights on politics.

“Those thoughts were percolating in my brain,” she says.
Ms Adams also started traveling between Christchurch 

and Wellington, presenting submissions at select com-
mittee meetings on behalf of a client and she began to 
get a feel for politics.

“I was meeting with ministers, conveying viewpoints 
and the more I spent time in Wellington, the more I realised 
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Ms Adams describes it as an “incredible privilege” being 
able identify a law that isn’t working well enough and 
then be able to do something about that.

Obviously the Minister doesn’t get to change the law 
on her own, as there is a parliamentary process, but she 
does get to put a major dose of input into new laws for 
the justice sector.

“There’s been areas where the idea was mine, the drive 
came from me and I had to get other people on board, 
and sometimes it doesn’t work but when you do see a 
law change for the good, it makes up for the incredibly 
long hours.

“Obviously having been a partner in a law firm was 
very financially rewarding, and you give up a lot of that 
being in politics. But for instance the work I’ve done on 
family violence law reform makes me so proud because I 
know it will make a difference in the long term,” she says.

“Those reforms are not a silver bullet but they will keep 
more women, children and victims safe and there is noth-
ing more personally rewarding than to know I’ve been a 
part of that.”

Ms Adams says that when she is eventually swinging 
back and forth in her rocking chair in her 80s, it is those 
changes she will think about.

“Those are the things I’ll look back with satisfaction 

on, not to diminish the work that lawyers do in any way 
but I don’t know if I’d look back on my practising career 
and say I did something that makes a real difference to 
this country.”

Ms Adams says her legal training plays a massive role 
in why she is able to do the job she does now.

“You’d never want a cabinet or parliament that is all 
lawyers. My colleagues would grimace at the thought but 
you do need some because at the end of the day, we are 
making legislation and we understand better than those 
that aren’t legally trained how critical words are and the 
particular choice of words being used matters immeas-
urably,” she says.

Ms Adams says being in politics also gives her the oppor-
tunity to be a role model to young women.

“I didn’t come from a particularly special background 
or go to the flash schools and I hope I can be an influence 
to young women.

“It’s a little shocking to me how few women put them-
selves forward for senior leadership roles. I’m a great 
believer that for every woman that does then it makes it 
easier for the next woman who wants to get into leader-
ship job. It is just as true in the legal profession as it is in 
politics,” she says. ▪
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The first issue of LawTalk was dated February 1974, although 
that issue did not have a name. In fact, the issue’s editor 
(and we have not been able to find out who this was) asked 
readers to suggest a name for the publication.

“Titles already suggested include Legal News, the New 
Zealand Barrister and Solicitor, the New Zealand Law 
Practitioner and Moot,” the editor wrote. “We don’t like 
any of them much. Can you suggest a better one?”

The aims of the new journal were spelled out in LawTalk 
issue 1. “Our aim: to provide you with news about law and 
lawyers, practice and practitioners, society and the societies 
[referring to the district law societies that existed in 1974].”

By issue 50, the magazine had settled into a four-page 
magazine. That issue featured the admission of Mark 
Treffers, who also featured in the first news sheet in 1974 
as the winner of two Commonwealth Games swimming 
medals. He won a gold medal in the 400 metres individual 
medley and a silver medal in the 1500 metres freestyle. 
Mr Treffers now works for Minter Ellison as a partner in 
the Australian Capital Territory.

Issue 100, dated 31 August 1979, was a six-page publi-
cation. It reported on the proposed restructuring of New 
Zealand’s court system, replacing the Magistrates Courts 
with the District Courts, the then Supreme Court with the 
High Court and introducing a Family Court. Interestingly, 
issue 900 coincides once again with changes to the organ-
isation of New Zealand’s court system. This follows the 
passage of the Judicature Modernisation Bill on 11 October. 
This massive piece of legislation (at more than 1,000 pages) 
makes a series of changes, including the creation of a 
single District Court of New Zealand from 58 district courts.

Issue 200, dated 1 August 1984, was still printed using 
only black ink, but that was about to change. By the end 
of 1984, the journal had introduced some colour pages.

Issue 300, dated 9 March 1989, led with a story featur-
ing the swearing in of the new Chief Justice, Sir Thomas 
Eichelbaum.

A big milestone was passed on 22 June 1998 with issue 
500. The lead story in that issue was entitled “LawTalk: 
Looking back 24 years on”.

Landonline was the focus of the lead 
story in issue 600. Dated 31 March 2003, 
the story announced the national imple-
mentation of Landonline stage two, which 
enabled electronic lodgement of routine 
title dealings.

“Legal aid battle continues” was the lead 
story in issue 700, 3 December 2007. The 
story outlined the Law Society’s continuing 
push for higher rates of remuneration for 
legal aid providers.

Issue 700 also announced that Christine 
Grice had been appointed acting Executive 
Director of the Law Society. Now the 
Society’s Executive Director, Ms Grice is 
a former Law Society President.

“LawTalk celebrates 800” was both the 
focus of the cover and also a two-page 
spread on the magazine’s history in the 
20 July 2012 issue.

Issue 800 also featured an article enti-
tled “Lawyers learning to live paperless” 
by former Law Society journalist Rachael 
Breckon. Once again, there is an echo with 
a current article – “Destroying paper in your 
office” by Andrew Easterbrook, on pages 
34-36 of LawTalk 899. ▪

Another milestone 
for LawTalk
LawTalk celebrates reaching another 
major milestone – its 900th issue.

❝ Changes are 
in the wind for 
LawTalk as we 
celebrate 900 
issues, just as 

there have been 
a succession 

of changes 
over the last 

42-plus years

Changes are in the wind for LawTalk as 
we celebrate 900 issues, just as there have 
been a succession of changes over the last 
42-plus years.

In 2017, the magazine will move from fort-
nightly to monthly publication. The current 
LawTalk Editor, Frank Neill, will be finishing 
in the role with the final issue of 2016, issue 
902. The new Managing Editor of LawTalk 
will be the New Zealand Law Society’s 
Communications Manager, Geoff Adlam.
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John Miller Law in Wellington is located inside the old 
Hannah shoe warehouse, and with the large steel earth-
quake strengthening work that adorns the building frame, 
the wooden floors with engrained machine marks, it mimics 
art deco in the industrial sense.

The firm employs a team of about 19 including 13 law-
yers of which 10 are women. The firm also employs six 
administrative staff made up of five women and one man.

And while most large law firms are quick to display 
their flash reception areas and exceptionalism, the thing 
that strikes you first when landing at this law firm are the 

John Miller Law
An egalitarian law firm By Nick Butcher

Imagine a law firm where casual dress is king, footwear 

is optional and the big cases are not always worked on by the 

most experienced lawyer.

now biblical looking old law books displayed in a couple 
of modest wooden bookcases.

John Miller is considered one of the country’s leading 
exponents of ACC law. His firm won New Zealand’s largest 
civil settlement of $228 million for backdated payments 
to many families of seriously injured claimants to whom 
ACC had refused to pay full 24-hour care.

The Scotsman had humble beginnings, the son of a train 
driver who left school at age 16, becoming a so-called “ten 
pound immigrant” to New Zealand where he eventually 
attended Victoria University to study law, a place where 
he also ended up lecturing in law.

Women lawyers outnumber the men 3:1
John Miller Law stands out as a little different to the so-called 
mainstream commercial law firms in that women lawyers 
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Pathways in the law

outnumber men considerably and the only principal is John.
“Everybody here works their own cases. We’re a bit different because 

I’m the only partner. My son, who is the practice manager, isn’t even a 
partner.”

So it’s an egalitarian playing field at the law practice?
“It is. In fact some of the women lawyers who work here are earning 

more than the males,” he says.
Mr Miller says it is not about people being elevated to more senior 

positions as everyone is doing similar work.

Staff get to work Court of Appeal cases, usually 
reserved for more experienced lawyers
“I’ve brought some of my staff into Court of Appeal cases and that’s 
usually something that only really experienced lawyers will get to do. I 
guess many lawyers would see that as a great opportunity to put on their 
CV, but then most of my staff will stay with me for at least five years.

“They get good experience here, court work right away, whereas I think 
many law firms do tend to keep the court work for the partners. You get 
your own file and you get support here,” he says.

Mr Miller’s even handed work philosophy means that often if someone 
begins work on a serious case, they’ll stay on it regardless of whether 
they’ve had two years’ experience or 20.

John Miller Law also deals with criminal and mental health law and 
the firm was recently before the District Court for an eight-day jury trial 
in relation to methamphetamine and the confiscation of a man’s house.

“Often it’s a matter of chance who does the work. Brittany Peck (a solic-
itor) did the initial work on the case so we did that trial together,” he says.

The egalitarian experience at John Miller Law is also in the fabric of 
the desk layout.

“I don’t have a special office. It’s all open plan and you can wear what 
you like here. You can be in bare feet, except if you have to go to court, 

we dress up for that,” he says.
And while the casual dress sense might irk some people, 

as John Miller explains, his lawyers have an excellent rep-
utation.

“We’re not trying to make out we are something that 
we’re not. We’re not interested in conveyancing work. 
Our interest is in helping people and people come to us 
from all over the country,” he says.

Mr Miller says his firm is slowly steering away from 
criminal law work, mostly because the hours put in don’t 
match the pay at the other end of legal aid work.

“You get $200 and sometimes it makes my heart weep 
considering the number of hours we put in. In saying that 
we are not the sort of business where I’m saying you must 
get these many cases this year.”

Trust – a powerful tool that works
Trust between Mr Miller and his staff is a powerful tool 
that works.

“When we were getting a couple of million dollars of 
earthquake strengthening work done and couldn’t work 
here, people worked from home. It’s the way I’d like to 
be treated. People trust me to do my work and so I do the 
same and they get the job done,” he says.

So the law firm works like a family business and every 
Friday they have pizza and wine.

One of the 10 women who are lawyers at John Miller 

John Miller Law
Address  Level 1, The Hannah Warehouse, 

13 Leeds Street,Te Aro, Wellington
Principal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . John Miller
Practice manager/solicitor . . . Jonathon Miller
Finance manager  . . . . . . . . . . . . Donovan Miller
Solicitors  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Christina Billing
 Angela Brown
 Hunter de Groot
 Katty Lau
 Brittany Peck
 Elizabeth Bransgrove
 Anna Kokje
 Louise Newman
 Beatrix Woodhouse
Law clerks  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Louisa De Montalk
Due to be admitted Charlotte Kerr
in December Tom Lynskey

❝ I don’t 
have a special 

office. It’s all 
open plan and 
you can wear 
what you like 
here. You can 

be in bare 
feet, except 

if you have to 
go to court, 

we dress 
up for that
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Law is Brittany Peck. She has been with 
the firm for over three years, starting off as 
a law clerk while she finished law school.

From dreadlocks to 
solicitor
“I turned up one day having just shaved off 
my dreadlocks. So here I am with a shaved 
head and a bit of a ratty looking student. 
I was handed a box of files and asked to 
read and review these,” she says.

A year later, Ms Peck had finished law 
school and then did her professional legal 
studies while still working at John Miller 
Law.

“They kept providing me with work 
while I was doing my professionals. I was 
also working at Wellington Hospital. John 
was just incredibly supportive in that final 
stressful year of law school and once I qual-
ified, he employed me as a lawyer. I was 
already familiar with the work we were 
doing, including medical records such as 
ACC documents so there I was now with 
my own files,” she says.

She feels lucky to have stepped into a 
legal job with instant litigation experience 

and getting her own clients almost immediately.
“That probably feeds into the workplace culture of auton-

omy, responsibility and trust,” she says.
As Ms Peck explains, being able to hit the ground running 

is an essential skill needed at John Miller Law.
“It’s happened to me a few times. When I first began 

here I was helping two other lawyers that were working 
a big case that was actually being heard in the United 
Kingdom. When those lawyers went on maternity leave 
I picked up the case and became the main solicitor on it.

“Sometimes we might get a call and John might send me 
out to see a client who is having a problem. Then because 
I’ve done the initial client interview and established the 
relationship, I’ll usually end up working the case and 
sometimes this can end up in the High Court,” she says.

That situation occurred when Ms Peck investigated a 
client’s claim she was being held against her will at a drug 
rehabilitation centre, which she successfully argued in the 
High Court, leading to the woman’s release.

The former ecologist says when she studied law her sights 
were set on environmental law. However after working 
at the hospital during her law student days, it became 
more apparent that helping and advocating for people 
with health problems was a better professional fit.

▲ Brittany Peck, solicitor at John Miller Law

❝ I feel 
lucky to have 

stepped into a 
legal job with 

almost instant 
litigation 

experience
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ACC, mental health and criminal law are the specialties 
inside the John Miller Law tool kit.

Ms Peck says it is not uncommon to have a client with 
problems in all three of these areas.

“Often people I meet in any one of those spheres have 
issues in at least one of the other two spheres and you 
can actually provide quite a holistic service.

“I could have a client in the criminal area who has a head 
injury from a long time ago but hasn’t received entitlements 
under ACC or there might have been sexual abuse that 
they never had a sensitive claim for. You end up having an 
ongoing working relationship with these people because 
I know where these people have come from and what 
they’ve been through,” she says.

What’s it like working at a law firm 
without the top heavy hierarchy of 
partners and associates?
“It appeals to me. In the field we work in, I don’t think 
there’s a need to have that hierarchy.

“There are lawyers who have been here for less time 
than me who might actually be more knowledgeable about 
a different part of ACC law than me and sometimes I’ll 

go to them for advice and vice versa. In 
some firms a more senior lawyer probably 
wouldn’t feel they can go to a junior lawyer 
for input on a case, but we don’t have that 
situation here,” she says.

Being one of 10 women lawyers fits well 
with Ms Peck’s work philosophy.

“I’m really proud to be working at a firm 
where the lawyers are majority women and 
to be given huge responsibility,” she says.

And while it may feel as if you’re being 
thrown into the deep end of a swimming 
pool from time to time, she says John Miller 
Law is very supportive of having a good 
work-life balance.

“John says it feeds into us being better 
lawyers.

“Everyone here has interests outside 
work and they have time to do those things. 
You hear about lawyers in some firms sitting 
around until 10 o’clock at night waiting for 
something to do. I have the odd late night 
but it’s certainly not the norm,” she says. ▪

▼ John Miller, partner at John Miller Law

❝ In some firms 
a more senior 

lawyer probably 
wouldn’t feel 

they can go to 
a junior lawyer 

for input on a 
case, but we 

don’t have that 
situation here
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A focus on intrinsic goals is better for well-being than a 
focus on extrinsic goals.

This is stated by Professor Lawrence Krieger in an arti-
cle entitled “Psychological Insights: Why our Students 
and Graduates Suffer and What We Might Do About It”, 
published in the Journal of the Association of Legal Writing 
Directors 258.

“People who primarily seek extrinsic goals – which include 
financial affluence, luxury, power or image – consistently 
experience decreased satisfaction and well-being compared 
to other groups, while those whose primary goals or values 
include intrinsic factors, such as self improvement, close 
relationships, or social betterment, experience greater satis-
faction and well-being than others,” Professor Krieger says.

However, the heavy workload of law students and law-
yers tends to result in a focus away from intrinsic goals 
to extrinsic ones.

That, Professor Krieger says, “is truly unfortunate, since 
none of the external markers of achievement – class stand-
ing, financial success, image or status – has been shown 
to correlate with a good life”.

On the other hand, “when one experiences a sense of 
self-esteem, elatedness, authenticity, or competence she 
experiences increased satisfaction, well-being and vital-
ity – while a lack of such experiences will produce loss 
of vitality, depressed mood and decreased well-being”.

To gain a sense of the difference between intrinsic and 
extrinsic goals, we can consider the following four exam-
ples of each, provided in table format:

Intrinsic goals extrinsic goals

Self-acceptance Financial success

Community feeling Image/attractiveness

Affiliation Popularity

Physical fitness Conformity

“Intrinsic goals are those which are inherently satisfying 
to pursue because they are likely to satisfy innate psycho-
logical needs for autonomy, relatedness, competence and 
growth,” according to Schmuck, Kasser and Ryan (“Intrinsic 
and Extrinsic Goals: Their Structure and Relationship to 
Well-being in German and US College Students”, 1999).

Their study showed that “a focus on intrinsic goals 
is associated with greater well-being, while a focus on 
extrinsic goals is associated with poorer adjustment and 
mental health.

Intrinsic goals are 
vital for well-being
By Frank Neill

“It would thus appear that for both 
German and US students the pursuit of 
happiness is best engaged through pursuing 
intrinsic goals that concern self-acceptance, 
affiliation and community feeling, rather 
than extrinsic goals focused on financial 
success, appearance and popularity,” the 
study authors write.

In an interesting note to the research 
findings, the researchers stated that “males 
who were low in the relative importance 
of intrinsic aspirations had especially high 
depression”.

Susan Daicoff, a law Professor at Arizona 
Summit Law School, has conducted 
research into lawyer distress and dissat-
isfaction, and the psychology of lawyers.

In her paper “Lawyer, Be Thyself: an 
Empirical Investigation of the Relationship 
Between the Ethic of Care, the Feeling 
Decision-Making Preference, and Lawyer 
Wellbeing”, Virginia Journal of Social Policy 
and the Law 133 (2008), Professor Daicoff 
refers to viewing legal work through the 

Frank Neill

lens of an intrinsic orientation.
“If one views legal work through the lens of an intrin-

sic reward orientation,” she writes, “one might find the 
following goals intrinsically rewarding:

 ▪ giving the client ‘voice’;
 ▪ asserting constitutional or legal rights;
 ▪ providing the best possible representation of 
the client’s position;

 ▪ solving the client’s problem; or
 ▪ assisting the client to resolve the dispute in the 
most efficient manner.

“In this cognitive framework, settlement or litigation of a 
lawsuit may be very fulfilling, as it may easily accomplish 
these intrinsically satisfying goals.

“Legal work itself might become rewarding – the attorney 
might have a sense of accomplishment and fulfilment, 
and might experience a sense of professional and general 
well-being as a result,” Professor Daicoff writes.

The link with depression
A series of studies have shown that, for many, depression 
begins in law school. And rates of depression continue to 
be high among practising lawyers (although LawTalk has 
not been able to uncover New Zealand research on this).

One United States study found that law students suffered 
from depression at the same rate as the general popula-
tion before entering law school. Just two months into the 
school year, however, their negative symptom levels had 
risen dramatically and by the third year, the number had 
increased to 40%.

“Since the publication of our research about law stu-
dent and lawyer depression, depression still runs rife for 
law students and practising attorneys,” the study’s lead 
researcher Dr Andy Benjamin subsequently wrote.

“Nearly a third of all law students and lawyers suffer 
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from depression.
“… After nearly 40 years of compelling evidence about the 

prevalence of the severity of depression for the legal pro-
fession of law, more meaningful systematic changes must 
be implemented throughout the professional acculturation 
process of law students and lawyers,” Dr Benjamin wrote.

The New Zealand Law Society launched its Practising 
Well initiative for exactly this reason (www.lawsociety.
org.nz/practice-resources/practising-well). It grew out of an 
article on depression in the profession, submitted by the 
Law Society’s Women’s Consultative Group.

Depression has now been linked in a series of stud-
ies with low levels of intrinsic goals, and higher levels of 
extrinsic goals. In addition to the studies quoted above 
is a 2016 study which again showed that “undergraduate 
students with low levels of intrinsic goals reported greater 
depressive symptoms following the occurrence of social 
and academic hassles”.

The study, by Y Ling, Yushu He, Yong Wri, Weihong 
Chen, Qi Zhou and Mingtian Zhong studied 462 Chinese 
undergraduate students.

“These findings suggest that intrinsic goals can protect 
undergraduate students experiencing high levels of social 
and academic hassles from depressive symptoms,” their 
study report says.

Protecting yourself
A case has been made out – you can protect yourself from 
depression by developing and focusing on intrinsic goals.

While this message has not yet been widely spread, it 

should not be a surprise. These intrinsic goals are linked 
with self-actualisation.

Back in the 1940s, famous psychologist Abraham Maslow 
developed his “hierarchy of human needs”. The basic human 
needs (food, shelter, warmth, security, sense of belonging 
and esteem) had to be met before a person could achieve 
“self-actualisation”, Maslow said.

A basic definition of self-actualisation, according to 
Maslow, is simply “the full realisation of one’s potential”, 
and of one’s “true self ”. A more explicit definition of self-ac-
tualisation according to Maslow is “intrinsic growth of 
what is already in the organism, or more accurately of 
what is the organism itself ”.

This research highlights one of the areas in which we 
can help ourselves, not just to move away from being 
depressed, but with our well-being generally.

It is, however, one of a series of ways we can help our-
selves. The New Zealand website depression.org.nz has a 
very good page that it entitles “self-help” (depression.org.
nz/get-better/self-help/).

It covers strategies for getting better, divided into four 
sections: physical, social, mind and spiritual.

Under “physical”, it lists keeping physically active, eating 
right and sleeping well and lists a series of strategies people 
can try.

Under “social” it notes that “connecting with people can 
help you feel better faster and stay well for longer. Again, 
it lists strategies people can try.

Under “mind” it again lists a series of strategies that can 
help prevent mental distress from developing.

Photo by Flickr user Susanne Nilsson, CC-By-SA
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And under “spiritual” it notes that “a 
strong wairua means knowing your own 
identity and being content with who you 
are”, once again providing a list of strategies 
people can try.

Add working on intrinsic 
goals
Spending time focusing on developing 
intrinsic goals is another strategy people 
can add to their tool kit.

In essence, it’s about identifying what 
is really important to you as a person, and 
setting goals in terms of your true self. It 
is, for example, identifying that there are 
important people in your life and enhancing 
your connectedness with them – and at the 
same time lessening a focus on how you 
look and what people might think of you.

For those of us who have been somewhat 
sidetracked away from our “true selves” 
into aiming for goals that are “put” to us 
by external influences, or our perceptions 
of what are desirable goals, learning to 
focus on what is really important to us, 
on intrinsic goals, will take patience, time 

Virtue ethics
Christine Parker and Adrian Evans, who are Professors in 
the Law Faculty at Monash University, refer to the impor-
tance of this personal reflection on our well-being under 
the umbrella of “virtue ethics”.

Virtue ethics invites us to consider our “identity, character 
and motivations at a profoundly personal level”.

Professors Parker and Evans identify the different ethical 
perspectives lawyers may take, which are not necessarily 
mutually exclusive.

Another ethical perspective relevant to the issue of 
well-being, they say, is the ethics of care. It “focuses atten-
tion on people’s responsibilities to maintain relationships 
and communities, and to show caring responsiveness to 
others in specific situations”. It includes the responsibility 
to take care of oneself.

Professors Parker and Evans ask, at the conclusion of their 
book on legal ethics, whether the reader has “developed 
any better ideas as to what might be important to you 
if you work as a lawyer”. Identifying what is important 
to you, what is meaningful to you, overlaps with your 
ethics as a lawyer.

“Who we happen to be in a character sense and who 
we are trying to be are nevertheless live issues as we 
struggle to reconcile, for example, why we might help a 
tobacco company to sell its toxic product while advocating 
for better lung cancer care through sitting on the board 
of a cancer hospital,” Professors Parker and Evans state.

“Knowing what makes your life worth living and, for 
example, whether a particular virtue is most important to 
you are powerful tools in the self-understanding required to 
practise law in a fulfilling and therefore successful manner. 
We all implicitly act on intuitions and personal philoso-
phies of life and lawyering. The challenge is to turn our 
implicit understandings into explicit self-knowledge by 
one means or another.”

Seeking help
One reality of life is that we all need help from time to 
time. As the Practising Well video on the New Zealand Law 
Society website says: “seeking help is a sign of strength”.

With such an important task as moving yourself from 
being dominated by extrinsic goals to having a major focus 
on intrinsic goals we could probably all benefit from pro-
fessional help. As it says on the depression.org.nz website 

Providing Professional Indemnity and specialist insurance 
products to the Legal Profession
Visit www.justitia.co.nz for further information and application forms

Or Contact:  Mr Ross Meijer, Aon New Zealand 
04-819-4000 
ross.meijer@aon.com

and critical thinking.
Critical thinking, however, is a concept that is not for-

eign to lawyers, providing a platform to begin our work.
It is about focusing on what is really important to us 

and our relationships with the various people in our lives.
To successfully achieve a refocus of how we are living 

our lives, to evaluate how much we are intrinsically moti-
vated will not just happen by giving it cursory attention.

It is important to spend quality time on exploring our 
goals, and ensuring that our real aims in life are intrinsic.

To achieve that, we will need to structure this time 
into our lives – to establish for ourselves a mechanism 
that will truly allow us to give this important function 
the necessary attention. It will be about setting up for 
ourselves something equivalent to the “weekend retreat” 
a law firm may organise to look at what the future of the 
firm may look like.

One could make a case that setting aside such a signifi-
cant time commitment is even more important in relation 
to us as people, our well-being and our future happiness.

“a good way to start dealing with what’s 
going on is to share how you’re feeling with 
someone you trust”.

The website also has a section entitled 
“find someone to help you” (see depression.
org.nz/get-better/who-else-can-help/), and the 
Mental Health Foundation of New Zealand 
has an excellent web page entitled “Find 
a GP or counsellor” at mentalhealth.org.
nz/get-help/in-crisis/find-a-gp-or-counsellor/. 
Resources are also available on the Law 
Society’s Practising Well web page lawsociety.
org.nz/practice-resources/practising-well. ▪

❝ It’s about 
identifying 

what is really 
important 

to you as a 
person, and 

setting goals 
in terms of 

your true self
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emotions and impulses. Psychologists characterise 
willpower or self control in part as the ability to 
employ a cool cognitive system of behaviour rather 
than a hot emotional system. Our cool system is 
essentially a thinking system incorporating knowl-
edge about sensations, feelings, actions and goals. 
While the cool system is reflective, the hot system 
is impulsive and emotional.

When we are hot and emotional we tend to fall 
into certain traps regarding how we view the people 
on the other side of the table. In particular, we:

 ▪ demonise or dehumanise;
 ▪ fall back on tribalism or moralism;
 ▪ answer calls to battle.

Professor Moonkin of the Program on Negotiation at 
Harvard suggests that we can help our clients by being 
like Mr Spock from Star Trek and taking them through 
the following cool cognitive questions:
1  What are my interests and what are my enemy’s 

interests?
2  What are my alternatives?
3  Are there any potential or negotiated outcomes that 

can meet my interests better than my best alternative?
4  How can I implement any agreement I reach with 

this devil?
5  What is it going to cost me to negotiate with this 

person?
Clients should not make emotional decisions regarding 
these five questions but should systematically compare 
the costs and benefits of mediating versus fighting. They 
need you to serve as Dr Spock to assist with that process. ▪

Paul Sills is an Auckland barrister who specialises in commer-
cial and civil litigation and who is also an experienced mediator.

Should clients negotiate with parties they view 
with the utmost contempt, or where they have 
grave concerns regarding those parties’ ethics or 
tactics? Can you make deals with such people or 
do you fight them?

People are often categorical when answering 
this sort of question: it is simply yes or no. Those 
that say no do so on the basis that these “devils” 
will always be smarter or they will lie, cheat and 
bully you into giving away too much. They will over 
promise and under deliver, while you compromise your 
integrity along the way.

Such black and white views can be easily challenged. 
For example, Nelson Mandela negotiated with the apart-
heid government despite clear ANC guidelines to the 
contrary. On the other hand, Churchill refused to nego-
tiate with Hitler. Both strategies were appropriate in 
the circumstances that they were deployed.

Mandela’s example shows us that negotiating with 
a powerful bully can ultimately produce a successful 
outcome. However, unless they have Mandela’s clarity 
of thinking, your clients will need considerable support 
in order to make the decision to negotiate and then to 
navigate the process.

Parties need assistance with cool cognition versus hot 

Sills on mediation

Helping your clients 
to deal with the devil

Paul Sills

By Paul Sills

Photo by Flickr user Jeanie M CC-By-NC
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Money 
laundering
There seems to be a lot of talk about how 
much money is being laundered through 
solicitors’ trust accounts.

Is there somebody out there who can 
tell us exactly how it is being done so we 
can put in practices to avoid being used 
in this way?

We receive money from our clients either 
in cash, cheques or by electronic transfer 
from a bank. The cash issues are currently 
controlled by having to report any cash over 
$9,999. Cheques and electronic transfers 
are in the hands of the bank so should be 
clean from their obligations.

How, then, is unclean money getting 
into our trust accounts other than lawyers 
receipting cash of over $10,000 without 
reporting it or receipting lots of $9,999?

Even if they were doing that would not 
banks report lawyers depositing large 
amounts of cash?

Bruce Wagg
Masterton

LawTalk Editor Frank Neill 
responds
Thank you Mr Wagg for asking some really 
relevant questions in relation to money 
laundering, in particular the question: “Is 
there somebody out there who can tell us 
exactly how it is being done so we can 
put in practices to avoid being used in 
this way?”

There are a number of ways people are 
using lawyers to launder money. The list 
is extensive and criminals are increasingly 
adopting sophisticated and complex means 
to channel illicit funds into and through 
the financial system.

In this short reply to Mr Wagg’s letter, we 

Letters to the Editor
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as either a Microsoft Word document or in a form that can be copied and pasted into a Microsoft 
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give four New Zealand examples. The first 
two highlight one area where lawyers can 
be vigilant – money going into and then 
coming out of a lawyer’s trust account. Four 
actual examples are:
1  A client “overpays” into a trust account, 

and then asks for the money to be 
refunded.

2  A client engages a lawyer to purchase 
a New Zealand property. Funds for the 
purchase arrive from overseas. The sale 
then “falls through” and the funds are 
transferred to another overseas account.

3  Multiple real estate purchases are 
recorded in the names of an associate 
and relatives of an offender using four 
real estate agents and three lawyers.

4  Offenders used more than $500,000 
from methamphetamine sales to buy a 
farm. Multiple payments were made in 
the names of different people to lawyers 
and real estate agents. (In this case, a 
judge said the complex series of arrange-
ments clearly showed an illegitimate 
transaction).

[Examples 3 and 4 were from the research 
conducted by former lawyer Ron Rol, 
who has nearly completed a three-year 
PhD thesis on money laundering through 
professional facilitators, such as lawyers, 
accountants and real estate agents. These 
examples were both included, in more 
detail, in the Ministry of Justice AML/CFT 
phase 2 consultation document.]

A series of case studies are also provided 
in a major international report on money 
laundering. A Lawyer’s Guide to Detecting 
and Preventing Money Laundering is collab-
orative publication of the International Bar 
Association, the American Bar Association 
and the Council of Bars and Law Societies 
of Europe. (It is available at https://www.
lawsociety.org.uk/support-services/documents/
iba-aml-typologies-report/.)

This report is recommended reading for 
lawyers, in my view.

“There are three main reasons why law-
yers are exposed to misuse by criminals 
involved in money laundering activities,” 
A Lawyer’s Guide to Detecting and Preventing 
Money Laundering says.

“First, engaging a lawyer adds respect-
ability and an appearance of legitimacy to 
any activities being undertaken – criminals 
concerned about their activities appearing 
illegitimate will seek the involvement of a 
lawyer as a ‘stamp of approval’ for certain 
activities.

“Second, the services that lawyers pro-
vide, eg, setting up companies and trusts, or 
carrying out conveyancing procedures, are 
methods that criminals can use to facilitate 
money laundering.

“Third, lawyers handle client money in 
many jurisdictions – this means that they 
are capable, even unwittingly, of ‘cleansing’ 
money by simply putting it into their client 
account,” A Lawyer’s Guide to Detecting and 
Preventing Money Laundering says.

When talking about money laundering 
with lawyers, Mr Pol says that with nearly 
every firm he speaks with, the conversation 
tracks much the same.

“Most lawyers are adamant that in [fill in 
the blank] years, they’ve never seen it, and 
it certainly never happens in their practice. 
They are invariably genuine.

“I then offer a few examples, and we 
talk about some of the most common ways 
lawyers’ practices have actually been used.”

Mr Pol says that the only difference then 
is the number of recollections of unusual 
transactions. With some firms, just a few, 
others many more. Not yet, he says, have 
there been none.

“Unfortunately, I can’t use those con-
versations for the research,” Mr Pol says. 
“But it does provide a solid basis to help 
develop something more meaningful. Most 
firms don’t want their practices to be used 
to help launder criminal funds. And they 
know that just buying a software pack-
age or generic training program to tick the 
compliance boxes isn’t the answer either. 
It needs to connect with their values, their 
practice, and the reality of legal practice 
in New Zealand.”

A Lawyer’s Guide to Detecting and Pre-
venting Money Laundering also lists some 
of the “red flags” lawyers can look out for 
that may suggest some criminal behavior is 
involved with the funds about to be chan-
neled through the practice. The existence of 
a “red flag” may, of course, have a legitimate 
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explanation, but international experience 
shows that they are something one should 
look out for. These “red flags” include:

 ▪ once funds received into a trust account, 
the transaction is aborted;

 ▪ client requests that deposited funds are 
sent to a third party or parties, rather 
than returned to the client;

 ▪ client avoids personal contact without 
good reason;

 ▪ unusual manner of execution – eg, the 
deposit of funds for the purchase price 
occurred unusually early in the transac-
tion and before the purchase price had 
been agreed between the parties;

 ▪ amount being deposited is large com-
pared to client’s modest income;

 ▪ surplus funds were deposited;
 ▪ back-to-back property transactions, 
which were out of sync with normal 
market dynamics – the purported value 
of each property rapidly increasing with 
each subsequent transaction;

 ▪ client changes legal advisor a number 
of times in a short time period for no 
apparent reason;

 ▪ the purchase price is paid entirely in cash;
 ▪ client has no proper identification papers;
 ▪ there is no information available about 
the client and his or her business;

 ▪ purported legal documentation is too 
simplistic for the relevant transaction;

 ▪ client’s connection with the jurisdiction 
is unclear;

 ▪ no mention of the issue by the client 
initially, followed by an over willingness 
to provide a lot of documentation;

 ▪ urgency in getting the deal done.
These are just some of the indications 
money laundering may be taking place. 
Looking at the list, it seems self-evident 
why these would be “red flags”.

Lawyers interested in finding out more 
about this, including how criminals laun-
der money and what many people call 
“red flags”, but this report calls “typol-
ogy indicators”, can be found in the New 
Zealand Police Financial Intelligence Unit 
“Quarterly Typology Report” for the first 
quarter of 2015/16. It is at www.interest.
co.nz/sites/default/files/embedded_images/
fiu-quarterly-typology-report-q1-2015-16-
capital-markets.pdf).

Finally, Mr Wagg’s letter raises the ques-
tion as to whether or not lawyers can con-
sider cheque and electronic transfers from 
a bank to be clean.

Under phase 2 of the Anti-Money 

Laundering and Countering Financing of 
Terrorism Act 2009, lawyers will be required 
to report any “suspicious transaction” (and 
there was a suggestion in the Ministry of 
Justice consultation paper of widening this 
to “suspicious activity”).

Although the precise requirements have 
yet to be finalised, lawyers will be required 
to report any “suspicious transaction”, not 
just any suspicious cash transaction. The 
money may have come from a bank, but 
the bank had no red flags, whereas red 
flags were raised when the lawyer became 
involved. The lawyer would then be required 
to report under phase 2. Depending on 
the nature of the evidence a lawyer has, 
they may already have responsibilities to 
report, as provided in the Lawyers and 
Conveyancers Act, the Rules of Conduct and 
Client Care and the Financial Transactions 
Reporting Act 1996.

It is a quite commonly held view that if 
money comes from a local bank it will be 
“okay”. This may not always be the case.

It is also worth noting that lawyers’ 
responsibilities under the anti-money 
laundering legislation are not confined to 
monetary transactions. They also include 
other areas, such as advice and work around 
trust or company formation, to list just two 
examples.

For a fuller discussion of this, see Beyond 
cash-stuffed briefcases – Part 1, LawTalk 842 
(23 May 2014) and Part 2, LawTalk 843 (6 
June 2014).

Also see the New Zealand Law Society 
submissions on the Ministry of Justice’s 
discussion paper on phase 2 of the AML/
CFT regime, at www.lawsociety.org.nz/__data/
assets/pdf_file/0010/105004/l-MOJ-AMLCFT-
Phase-Two-consultation-16-9-16.pdf. ▪

Using full stops
In the “Love your full stops” piece [LawTalk 
898, 7 October] Hon Michael Kirby is quoted 
to have said: “It’s important to teach law-
yers to put full stops in sentences”. Did. he 
really. say. that?

John McLean
Auckland

LawTalk Editor Frank Neill 
responds
Yes, Hon Kirby really said that. Given the 
frequency with which I see writing by 

lawyers, who seem to prefer separating 
what are essentially two or more sen-
tences by employing semicolons, colons 
or “dashes”, I think I see where Hon Kirby 
is coming from. I recall one article a lawyer 
submitted in which there were well over 
300 words between one full stop and the 
next. I took the liberty of replacing four 
semicolons with full stops. Suddenly we 
had five proper sentences. Suddenly the 
meaning became much clearer.

There is a case, of course, for separating 
what could be two sentences with a punc-
tuation mark that is not a full stop. With 
no easy “rule” pertaining to this, the test 
I apply is that I am reading the material 
to a sixth form, or year 12, class. Would I 
pause as though at the end of a sentence, 
or would I use my voice to indicate the 
two (or more) clauses are linked?

When thinking about what Hon Kirby 
told me, I cogitated on the fact that we often 
view older writing as being a bit “heavy”. 
And yet we have the example of the now 
more than 400-year-old King James version 
of the Bible (completed in 1611) with the 
famous two-word sentence “Jesus wept”. 
I rather like that.

Interestingly, the King James version 
does not seem to be averse to beginning 
sentences with conjunctions, either. Oscar 
Wilde and I are both fans of that. ▪
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I shortly will declare a number of interests which, some 
might argue, render me less than impartial when setting 
down my views on this book.

But first, a brief outline of the book. It comprises a series 
of 21 essays, inter-related, contributed by some 22 authors 
(some essays are jointly authored) on the highly contentious, 
yet little enough researched, area of wrongful allegations, 
how such may arise, their effects and how the many con-
cerns, which such do necessarily raise, may be addressed 
in the future. And a note, before I go further – the word 
used in the title, deliberately, is “wrongful” and not “false”, 
thus taking away the thought that there is necessarily a 
wilful or intentional layer behind such wrong allegations.

The 21 essays are placed into five parts (and merely to 
describe those parts, which I will soon, gives a fair rep-
resentation of the topics under discussion in the individual 
essays), with the contributors a geographically diverse group 
(four countries, including Felicity Goodyear-Smith from 
New Zealand) from a considerable range of disciplines – 
criminology, psychology, law, political science, sociology, 
medicine, social work and journalism.

The first part is an introductory summary of what is to 
follow, positing the rhetorical question as to why should 
it be that such wrongful allegations of abuse matter?

Ros Burnett’s claim that this is a “neglected and expand-
ing category of injustice”, is reinforced in a thoughtful 
foreword by Andrew Ashworth QC – to him the book 
“focuses on criminology and public policy at the cutting 
edge, taking the topical issue of sexual and child abuse 
and raising myriad issues that have been under-researched 
and under-discussed … two key questions are how the 
criminal justice system has dealt with them and how it 
should deal with them”.

Professor Ashworth concludes by opining that the book 
should be essential reading for all of those involved in 
the United Kingdom’s ongoing Independent Inquiry into 
Child Sexual Abuse (one time, and still at the time of his 
writing, chaired by Hon Lowell Goddard QC).

Having posed the question, Dr Burnett then answers 
it, with the parts of the book that follow setting out in 
considerable detail why such wrongful allegations should 
concern all throughout society.

Part II attempts, successfully in this reviewer’s mind, to 

Wrongful Allegations of 
Sexual and Child Abuse 
Edited by Ros Burnett

Reviewed by Nigel Hampton QC

explain the cultural and political context which can give, 
and has given, rise to wrongful allegations – what is the 
background “terrain” which can give rise to such? Of interest 
to this reviewer, given what occurred in New Zealand in 
the late 1980s, early 1990s, are the discussions of the rise 
and worldwide spread of what was claimed to be an evil 
satanic conspiracy involving the sexual abuse of pre-school-
ers (the Christchurch Civic Creche is referenced) and the 
“moral panic” which spurred it on. However, soberingly, 
it would seem that the world is not yet quit of such moral 
scourges and their resultant injustices – witness what has 
happened in the UK post the Jimmy Savile revelations, 
the moral panic button pushed yet again and, attendant, 
the “zealotry of righteousness”. Unfortunately, such moral 
panics are inevitably characterised by disproportionate 
responses. (As an aside – it will be cold comfort for Peter 
Ellis to learn that hundreds of people are believed to have 
been imprisoned, wrongly, in the UK as a result of the sort 
of “trawling” for “disclosures” as occurred in his case. And 
there, without overtly declaring it, I have shown one of 
my interests).

Part III has its focus on the causal and motivational 
reasons for the making of “false” allegations – why should 
anyone do so? Of significance to me (again revealing my 
interest and my opinions) are discussions as to “motivated 
remembering” and the difficulties inherent in such, and as 
to “repressed memories” and their claimed later recovery 
– memory researchers, it seems, are far less inclined to 
believe that phenomenon than, say, investigators, prose-
cutors and the general public (and necessarily, therefore, 
jurors).

Part IV considers in some detail the role and the impact 
of the criminal justice system – how can the justice system 
get it so wrong, as it has done (and in this reviewer’s mind, 

Nigel Hampton QC
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Personal Property Securities Act: Concepts in 
Practice, 4th edition
By Linda Widdup

The title of the latest edition has been changed. The author is 
Curtin Law School, Western Australia academic Linda Widdup. 
She has practised commercial law in New Zealand, and says 
the PPSA has now been in force for over 14 years with the 
courts responsive in addressing the conceptual underpinnings 

of the Act as they apply to the real world issues presented by the cases. “This 
book now very much reflects those concepts in practice,” she says. The focus is 
on providing an understanding of the concepts of the PPSA and their application 
to situations encountered in commercial legal practice.

LexisNexis NZ Ltd, 978-1-927313-68-8, October 2016, paperback and e-book, 
494 pages, $150 (GST included, delivery not included).

still does, regrettably) from time to time?
Here, among other things, is found an 

essay on false confessions and a paper 
on the failure of the (England and Wales) 
Court of Appeal to exercise its power to 
assess whether the “jury got it wrong on 
the facts”, leading to a blockage in reversing 
and setting right such miscarriages of justice 
(and that notwithstanding the existence 
in that jurisdiction of the Criminal Cases 
Review Commission (CCRC)). Again two 
more of my interests exposed, and both 
matters on which I have long advocated 
for change, both in court and out – first, 
the constrained way in which our (New 
Zealand) Court of Appeal operates, much as 
it does in the jurisdiction familiar to Michael 
Zander QC; secondly, our pressing need for 
a CCRC in New Zealand.

Part V concludes by discussing the ways 
that the concerns raised in the earlier parts 
might be addressed, while remaining mind-
ful of the interests and concerns of victims 
of abuse and their suffering – what can 
be done? I raise one more of my mouldy, 
much gnawed, bones of contention – the 
part that the abolition of the need for cor-
roboration in sexual matters has played in 
miscarriages of justice here and in other 
common law jurisdictions. In an essay in 
this part there is mounted, in my view, a 
strong argument for the reinstatement of 
corroboration requirements and, in any 
event, a plea for investigators and prosecu-
tors to prioritise searching for corroborative 
evidence in cases of suspected child abuse.

To me, the most worrying aspect to 
emerge from these essays, and the studies 
and the thought which lie behind them, 
is the proposition that the rise and spread 
of moral panics has led to the “duty” that 
all must adhere to, the obligation, that 
we all must believe the complainant as a 
“victim”, and believe as well that person’s 
allegations, as such allegations contain an 
“intrinsic truth” – the “moral imperative”, 
that underpins the claim that the victim 
must be believed, is that allegations of vic-
timisation contain an essential truth which 
“we” must affirm. (“A confirmation bias”). 
The result is that there is no such thing as 
a wrongful allegation; hence, effectively, 
the onus of proof is reversed. The duty 
to believe trumps other considerations. 
For if the complainant is automatically a 
“victim”, even before an investigation is 
undertaken, then the obvious corollary is 
that the person accused, if he denies the 
allegation, must be lying. The practical effect 

of this approach is a reversal of the onus – the accused is 
guilty unless proven innocent, an almost impossible uphill 
battle to establish a negative; ie, that something had not 
happened. An open-minded willingness to investigate is 
replaced by “systemic credulity”.

As Andrew Ashworth says, in a very detached and bal-
anced way, although an assumption by an investigator/
prosecutor that a complainant is telling the truth may be 
“acceptable as a working hypothesis”, the presumption of 
innocence must be regarded and the search should be for 
“objective evidence … showing an awareness of the possible 
fallability of the memory, particularly recovered memory”.

The book, part academic, part polemic, is an essential 
read for any and all involved in the criminal justice system 
– which means everyone: investigators, interviewers, social 
workers, police, prosecutors, defenders, judges and the 
public (as potential jurors).

To me, this book is a genuine 21-faceted diamond – and 
how, how, I wish it was available some 25 years ago. As a 
whole, it is one large cautionary tale.

To finish on a practical note for criminal lawyers: this 
book is a virtual directory containing a gallery of experts, 
their expertise and their experience, with excerpts of their 
work. If for no other reason than that, you may want to 
think of acquiring it – or, at the very least, consulting a 
copy. But if you do just try to use it as a directory, I ven-
ture the thought that the content, its substance and its 
strength, will lay a hold on you. ▪

Nigel Hampton QC is a Christchurch barrister with more than 50 
years’ experience as a trial lawyer, primarily in criminal law. His 
extensive CV includes serving as Chief Justice of the Kingdom 
of Tonga and being the first Commissioner of Standards and 
Discipline of counsel in the International Criminal Court (ICC) in 
The Hague, where he still serves as an elected alternate member 
of the Disciplinary Appeals Board for ICC counsel. 
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plan this year was linked to, and a result of, 
your CPD reflections from 2014-15. This is 
positive feedback, demonstrating the value 
your learning plan can have from year to 
year. Your CPDPR should be maintained 
through your professional life.

Your reflections need to be linked 
to your plan
A larger number of you this year made 
specific reference to your learning plan 
in your reflections. This is an important 
part of your CPDPR.

Learning can come in many 
different forms
A significant number of you have changed 
the mode of your learning from 2015, taking 
into account the context of where and how 
you practise and learn. Learning opportu-
nities are everywhere. Some of the most 
valuable are peer learning activities, such as 
study groups designed to meet the CPD rules.

Complying with CPD does not need to be 
expensive and can be achieved with little 
or no cost. The CPD programme is designed 
to be as flexible as possible.

The CPD guidelines describe a number 
of potential modes of learning including:

 ▪ participating in courses, seminars, con-
ferences;

 ▪ distance learning programmes, interac-
tive online learning;

 ▪ lecturing, teaching, writing articles/

Last year I reported back to the profession on the 
experiences of the first year of CPD audits. This year 
I will focus on what lawyers, and their audited CPD 
plan and records (CPDPR), are saying about how well 
the CPD programme is being embedded into the pro-
fession and what, if anything, has changed.

Like last year, NZLS is auditing 12% of the profession. 
This sample helps to capture an accurate picture of 
how lawyers’ CPDPRs are developing.

It is apparent that there are various approaches to plan-
ning and reflecting on learning. It is these components of 
CPD which are proving the most challenging. This is not 
unexpected as reflective skills do require some consid-
eration and practise before they become second nature.

That said, there has been a marked improvement in the 
depth of the reflections in the CPDPRs audited to date 
compared to last year. So, to some numbers:

 ▪ 969 audits completed
 ▪ 782 meeting the requirements – that’s 82%, up by 
over 10% on 2015

 ▪ 6% of these 782 required some feedback/minor 
support (that’s down from 23% on 2015)

 ▪ 11 did not initially meet the requirements
 ▪ 27 lawyers were randomly selected that had ceased 
practice

 ▪ 149 audits have not been complied with yet
CPDPRs this year have included some insightful reflections. 
These reflect how the learning has improved your skills 
and legal knowledge.

Turning to your feedback, some useful lessons for effec-
tive use of CPD are:

Your CPDPR is a living document
Many lawyers have commented that you revisit your learn-
ing plan a number of times throughout the year. You find 
this approach keeps your records up to date and accurate 
without too much effort at the CPD year end.

Your CPDPR is ongoing and does not stop
A number of you specifically mentioned how your learning 

Our audit, your voice – 2016
By Ken Trass

“... felt that being reflective was a waste of my time. 
I have now had a change of heart … it has helped 
focus me on the direction of my learning and that of 
my junior staff …”
Partner – medium sized firm – South Island

“I found that referring to my original learning need 
helped me write a succinct reflective statement.  
Thanks for the guidance on this, it really did help.”
Partner – large firm – North Island

“I still believe that CPD is another administrative 
and bureaucratic piece of nonsense … and a waste 
of my time and money ... I spent many years stud-
ying to obtain my law degree. I find it ridiculous to 
have to now continue my learning throughout my 
career.”
Senior lawyer – small firm – North Island

Ken Trass

❝ There has 
been a marked 

improvement 
in the depth of 
the reflections 
in the CPDPrs 
audited to date
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External 
Course
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In-house 
course

Teaching / 
presenting

Professional 
writing

Tertiary study 
/ online course

3% 

▲ 21% 

books, law reform submissions; and
 ▪ training, coaching and study groups.

Participating in a study group is one form 
of learning that has increased this year. 
These are straightforward to organise and 
often provide a lot of value as well as being 
flexible and cost-effective.

A study group, in the context of CPD, is a 
small group of lawyers who get together to 
discuss an identified topic of interest. The 
group can be of any size, but often work 
best with four or five people. To make a 
study group work for CPD purposes it’s 
important to:

 ▪ have a topic that links to an identified 
learning need;

 ▪ have a clear focus on what you will dis-
cuss and why; and

 ▪ have someone to lead the discussion so 
the group remains focused.

It is also advisable to spend some of the 
time together reflecting and sharing what 
was learnt and what was valuable about 
the learning. This may assist you complete 
your reflective learning statements.

There is also the requirement of having 
the session verifiable. This can be accom-
plished by a confirmed diary entry or a 
simple follow up email among the group 
confirming who attended.

Study groups can be an easy way to gain 
different perspectives from your colleagues. 
In some rural centres lawyers from differ-
ent practices are sharing the responsibility 
of leading study groups. This is not only 
proving economically viable but is help-
ing bring law communities together in a 
professional setting.

Webinars are also proving popular as 
a convenient form of learning. The most Practice & 

professional 
skills

Company, 
commercial 

& tax

Civil 
litigation & 

employment

Family

Public law

Criminal
In-house Immigration

Property 
& trusts

Other

C P D L E A R N I N G M O D E ,  2015-16 C P D A U D I T S

L E A R N I N G A R E A ,  2015-16 C P D A U D I T S

❝  Study 
groups can 
be an easy 
way to gain 
different 
perspectives 
from your 
colleagues
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important thing to remember with this 
format is that there needs to be an ele-
ment of interaction for it to be an eligible 
CPD activity.

While you are unable to count your day-
to-day work for CPD, you may be able to 
use a current piece of work when men-
toring others. In this context, the piece of 
work could be used to illustrate a point, or 
highlight a skill. When used to focus on the 
wider learning implications for the person 
you are mentoring, this piece of work now 
becomes linked to their CPD rather than 
focused on the file. In this scenario it would 
be important to clearly document the learn-
ing focus for your CPDPR.

More of you are participating and record-
ing a greater number of CPD hours than last 
year. For those of you who commented that 
recording all of your CPD activities can be 
an administrative burden, remember that 
you only have to formally plan and reflect 
on a minimum of 10 hours. You may, of 
course, do more than this and many law-
yers are finding this valuable. However, 
focusing on the activities that were the 
most interesting or had the most impact 
on you is probably the best investment 
of your time.

Planning your CPD is essential. Your 
plan should be driven by your learning 
need, rather than the CPD hours on offer. 
Equally, your identified learning need may 
be very specific, requiring a more tailored 
CPD activity. In these situations attending 
a general CPD activity may not provide you 
with what you need. Planning early may 
help with this.

The 2015-16 audits have shown that CPD 
is bedding down well across the profes-
sion. Many lawyers have 
suggested that the planning 
and reflective components 
of CPD are a valuable part 
of their ongoing learning 
plans. However, there are 
still some lawyers who find 
CPD challenging.

can be used for CPD, not just seminars and courses.
 ▪ Your CPD declaration can be done at any time.

If you require further guidance around CPD, please refer to 
the CPD resources on the Law Society website or contact 
me either for building your understanding of CPD or if 
you have feedback in regards to CPD. ▪

Ken Trass is the New Zealand Law Society’s Professional 
Development Manager, email ken.trass@lawsociety.org.nz.

“... I had really resented the imposition and cost 
of compulsory CPD … however getting these 
[study groups] up and running was easy and has 
proved invaluable ... and has saved all of us a lot of 
money. I have also found the contact with my peers 
extremely enjoyable”
Sole practitioner – North Island

“… I find that my professional competence is 
assisted by the courses that are specific to my 
practice area … I hope the majority of lawyers are 
not running round chasing 10 hours in February … 
I have encouraged my staff to be very particular 
in how they plan for their learning. I thank you 
again for your suggestions as they are very helpful 
indeed.”
In-house team leader – North Island

“… CPD encourages lawyers to acknowledge that a 
wider skill set is required to be an effective lawyer 
… I have enjoyed the opportunity that CPD brings to 
network with colleagues … which has positive spin 
offs for more than learning.”
Lawyer – South Island

“I have now had a much more, dare I say it, 
enjoyable time constructing my vignette of my 
learning experiences. … now that I can focus 
on what is of importance, rather than writing 
down superficial explanations for all my learning 
activities.”
Barrister – South Island
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Moving forward with your 
CPD – things to remember

 ▪ Plan early around a specific CPD need 
rather than CPD hours – this will be of 
greater value.

 ▪ Recording your thoughts about your 
learning is best done immediately after 
a CPD activity. These learning reflections 
should address your learning and link 
to your learning need.

 ▪ Your CPDPR must be kept for a minimum 
of three years – there are many electronic 
formats available that can help with this.

 ▪ There are a range of CPD activities that 

❝  Your plan 
should 
be driven 
by your 
learning 
need, rather 
than the 
CPD hours 
on offer
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Is it permissible for a lawyer to invoice 
and receive fees prior to the provision of 
services to the client, by payment directly 
into the lawyer’s practice or personal 
bank account? Until recently, the prac-
tice of prospective fee charging was seen 
as being contrary to s 110 of the Lawyers 
and Conveyancers Act 2006, Regulations 
9 and 10 of the Lawyers and Conveyancers 
Act (Trust Account) Regulations 2008, and 
Rule 9.3 of the Conduct and Client Care 
Rules.

Section 110 requires a lawyer who receives 
money for or on behalf of any person to pay 
the money into a trust account, to be held 
exclusively for that person. Regulations 9 
and 10 state:

9 restriction on debiting trust 
accounts with fees

(1) No trust account may be debited with any 
fees of a practice (except commission prop-
erly chargeable on the collection of money 
and disbursements) unless–
(a) a dated invoice has been issued in respect 

of those fees, and a copy of the invoice 
is available for inspection by the inspec-
torate; or

(b) an authority in writing in that behalf, 
signed and dated by the client, speci-
fying the sum to be so applied and the 
particular purpose to which it is to be 
applied has been obtained and is avail-
able for inspection by the inspectorate.

(2) If fees are debited under sub clause (1)(a), an 
invoice must be delivered or posted to the 
person who has a legal or beneficial interest 
in the trust account to be debited before or 
immediately after the fees are debited.

(3) For the purposes of sub clause (2), a prac-
titioner or partner in the practice is not to 
be treated as having a legal or beneficial 
interest in the trust account to be debited, 
solely because the practitioner or partner 
issues the invoice in respect of that trust 
account.

Payment of fees in advance into a 
lawyer’s practice or personal account
By Paul Collins

Legal Accounting Bureau 
provides comprehensive, 
accurate, efficient and timely 
management of solicitors’ 
trust accounts.
Outsourcing the management 
of your firm’s trust account 
has many advantages.

Powered by juniorPartner.
Practice Management software you can trust.

Kathy Kell 
kathy@accountingbureau.co.nz
Ph 09 444 1044 
Fax 09 929 3203 
www.accountingbureau.co.nz

· Save time and money
· Always know your trust account 

is balanced and your month end 
certificates are filed on time

· Our service is completely secure 
and confidential

· Trusted professionals with over 
20 years’ experience

· 62 law firms currently use our 
services

10 Fees and disbursements paid in advance of 
invoice
All money paid to a practice in respect of professional services 
for which an invoice has not been issued, whether described 
as a retainer or otherwise, must be retained in a trust account 
until it is–
(a) disbursed on the client’s behalf; or
(b) applied in payment of fees in accordance with 

regulation 9.

Rule 9.3 states:

Fees in advance
9.3 A lawyer who wishes to debit fees held in trust or to receive 

funds to cover fees in advance must comply with the require-
ments of regulations 9 and 10 of the Lawyers and Conveyancers 
Act (Trust Account) Regulations 2008.

The observance of those provisions occurs routinely when 
money paid in advance of fees is deposited into a solicitor’s 
trust account pending an interim or final fee invoice, but 
is there any reason why a lawyer should not charge fees 
prospectively for the provision of services, where fees are 
paid directly into the lawyer’s practice account?

That situation might arise where the lawyer does not 
have a trust account, either because the lawyer is a barrister 
or is an exempt barrister and solicitor (refer s 112(2) of the 
Act and Regulation 4 of the Trust Account Regulations).

The accepted view was that the practice of prospective 
fee charging was impermissible because it had the effect of 
circumventing the protection trust accounts are intended 
to provide. That was the position taken by the Disciplinary 

Paul Collins
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Tribunal in Canterbury-Westland Standards Committee v 
Parsons [2013] NZLCDT48. In that case, the practitioner 
was a barrister and solicitor practising without a trust 
account who billed clients prospectively and received fees 
directly into his practice account. The Tribunal held that the 
receipt of funds in that way was in breach of Regulations 
9 and 10 and Rule 9.3. The effect of the prospective fee 
charging arrangement was to receive funds “to cover fees 
in advance” and Rule 9.3 applied.

A similar approach was taken by the LCRO in BW v 
NA LCRO 266 and 269/2012, which involved an immigra-
tion lawyer who charged the client a fixed fee of $6,500 
including GST, paid directly into the lawyer’s practice 
account. In the event, the lawyer was unable to complete 
the agreed services because the client was deported. A 
request for a refund on behalf of the client was refused. 
The Review Officer confirmed and modified the decision 
of the Standards Committee, finding that the lawyer had 
breached Rule 9.3 and was guilty of unsatisfactory conduct 
under s.12(c) of the Act:

“The effect of the relevant part of Rule 9.3 is to ensure that 
a client’s money is protected by being held in a lawyer’s 
trust account, until the services have been provided. It is not 
possible to objectively determine what a fair and reasona-
ble fee is until the service has been provided. That overall 
determination should be made with the benefit of hindsight. 
Even where a lawyer charges a fixed fee, the lawyer is also 
required to have regard to their client’s interest as well as 
their own, and to have regard to all the other factors listed 
in 9.1(a) to (m), of which a fixed fee is only one factor.”

The Disciplinary Tribunal came to a similar view when it 
heard misconduct charges against a barrister in Wellington 
Standards Committee v Skagen [2014] NZLCDT82, which 
involved two instances where fixed fees were charged 

Call  (09) 300 3151 
Email  cle@collaw.ac.nz
Visit  www.collaw.ac.nz

N O V E M B E R  C L E  S E S S I O N S
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prospectively and received into the bar-
rister’s practice account.

In both cases the barrister failed to pro-
vide the service and did not or could not 
refund the fees to the client. Unsurprisingly, 
this prompted complaints. The first occa-
sion involved a fixed fee of $8,100 for rep-
resentation in a Family Court matter, of 
which $4,100 was payable immediately. 
There was no instructing solicitor. On the 
second occasion, the client was charged 
a fixed fee of $6,900, payable in advance, 
also for the provision of services in a family 
law matter. The fees were paid into the bar-
rister’s practice account although on that 
occasion there was an instructing solicitor. 
The barrister was unable to continue with 
the work because he did not renew his 
practising certificate. On being asked for 
a refund he said that he was broke.

The charges brought before the Discipli-
nary Tribunal covered a range of alleged 
misconduct including such matters as 
accepting instructions without an inter-
vening solicitor, failure to refund fees, 
and failure to act in a timely or competent 
manner. There were also two charges con-
cerning the acceptance of fees in advance. 
The Disciplinary Tribunal found the charges 
proven and the barrister was struck off. He 
appealed to the High Court.

Although the court upheld most of the 
misconduct charges, and the penalty of 
striking off, the appeal was allowed in 
relation to the misconduct findings con-
cerning the acceptance of fees in advance. 
Justice Mallon found, in Skagen v Wellington 
Standards Committee [2016] NZHC 1772, that 

❝ The barrister 
was unable 
to continue 

with the work 
because he 

did not renew 
his practising 
certificate. on 

being asked 
for a refund 

he said that he 
was broke
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the advance payments of fixed fees were 
not on their own improper and did not 
invoke s 110 or Regulations 9 and 10, stating:

“Mr Skagen made it plain to [client] E that 
he was charging a fixed fee and that part of 
that fee was payable in advance. E agreed 
to that arrangement and paid Mr Skagen’s 
invoice pursuant to that agreement. In my 
view if s 110 of the Act and regs 9 and 10 
were intended to apply to fixed fees payable 
in advance of work to be carried out they 
needed to do expressly” (Skagen at [39]).

The Court acknowledged the usual posi-
tion with advance fee payments; that such 
payments were trust funds and were to be 
held in a solicitor’s trust account pending a 
fee invoice. However, because the barrister 
was not holding client funds in that way, 
the trust accounting requirements did not 
apply. That finding was influenced by the 
terms on which the disciplinary charges 
were brought (Skagen at [41]):

“A barrister does not hold a trust account 
because it is not a barrister’s function to 
hold funds on behalf of the client. Client 
funds paid in advance to cover work yet 
to be carried out and invoiced are to be 
held by the instructing solicitor. Mr Skagen 
was not holding client funds for work to be 
invoiced. He was paid in advance a fixed 
fee for the work to be carried out. He was 
not charged with improperly requiring that 
part of his fixed fee to be paid in advance.”

The judgment in Skagen distinguishes 
between advance payment of fees in the 
true trust situation, where an invoice has 
yet to be rendered, and the situation where 
a fixed fee is invoiced and immediately 

payable for the provision of services in future.
The former invokes the trust accounting requirements 

whereas the latter does not. However, any fee paying 
arrangement which has the purpose of circumventing the 
trust accounting requirements must still be regarded as 
non-compliant. Perils of the sort that actually occurred in 
Skagen, where the lawyer received the funds as his per-
sonal property but did not provide the service, are the very 
reason for requiring funds to be paid into a trust account.

In addition to rule 9.3, rule 9.2 is relevant to the prac-
tice of prospective fee charging. That rule requires the 
terms of any fee agreement to be fair and reasonable, 
having regard to the interests of both client and lawyer. 
Any prospective fee paying agreement which puts the 
client at risk of losing their money and not receiving the 
services would not be fair and reasonable having regard 
to the interests of the client.

On the basis of the judgment of the Court in Skagen, there 
is no absolute prohibition on the practice of prospective 
fee invoicing, on its own. However, a fee charging prac-
tice of that sort must still be accompanied by appropriate 
client safeguards including the ability to refund the fee if 
the services cannot be delivered, and the fee itself must 
still be fair and reasonable by reference to the fee factors 
in Rule 9.1.

It is good practice, therefore, to place fees paid in advance 
into a trust account, or to use an escrow facility.

This is not just a New Zealand view, either. For example, 
the English Bar Council provides the following advice in its 
advisory paper “Client Money and Payments in Advance” 
(www.barcouncil.org.uk/media/432810/client_money_and_
payments_in_advance.pdf):

“One practical step to take in deciding whether you can 
accept a payment from a client might be to ask yourself 
this question: is it a payment of fees or expenses which 
are already due to me?

“If it is, then it is likely to be permissible. If it is not, then 
it is likely to involve handling client money.

“That test is too simplistic to cover all situations, but may 
be a useful starting point,” the Bar Council paper says. ▪

Paul Collins is an Auckland barrister. Paul has advised law societies 
(including the New Zealand Law Society) since the mid-1990s on 
a wide range of matters relating to the regulation and govern-
ance of the legal profession, including complaints and discipline, 
admissions and practising certificates and the Fidelity Fund.

A summary of the 
Skagen decision is 
on page 46.

❝ It is good 
practice, 

therefore, to 
place fees paid 
in advance into 
a trust account, 

or to use an 
escrow facility
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Over the years the Law Foundation 
has supported several projects that 
bring New Zealand’s rich and varied 
legal history to life. These projects 
are important – by improving under-
standing of how our legal institu-
tions and practices began, we shed light 
on how the system operates today.

The Foundation currently has several 
legal history projects on its books, some 
covering the earliest days of colonial set-
tlement. One of these examines Māori 
engagement in our court system in the 
period from 1836 to 1852, the year New 
Zealand became self-governing.

Researcher Dr Shaunnagh Dorsett, Law 
Professor at the University of Technology 
Sydney, says that in the 1830s a group of 
British parliamentarians advocated the idea 
of “exceptionalism” – and exceptional laws 
– as one way to protect indigenous peoples.

“New Zealand was the one place in the 
British empire where exceptionalism was 
implemented. My book takes that big idea 
and looks at the institutional design through 
which the idea was given legal form.”

Colonial Governor George Grey was an 
exceptionalist who set up “peculiar” mag-
istrate’s courts in 1846 that were designed 
to be accessible to Māori. He hoped that 
Māori would use these courts to enforce 
their rights, and by so doing tikanga would 
eventually become obsolete. He had several 
strategies to get Māori to use the courts, 
including providing luxury goods in the 
hope they would become addicted to them 
and use the courts to enforce their rights 
over them.

A backlog of cases meant that the courts 
were heavily used initially – for example, 
the first six cases heard in the Auckland 
Magistrate’s Court were civil actions by 
Māori over debts owed by Europeans.

“Grey set high monetary limits for dam-
ages to avoid Europeans reneging on big-
ticket items like boats,” Dr Dorsett says.

“A lot of the work on jurisdictions of 
the empire tends to look at big cases. This 
research says it’s more important to look at 
Māori micro-engagements with the system 
– how things happened at the lowest level 

Law Foundation

Legal histories relevant today
By Lynda Hagen – and the effect that had on British 

law and its attempts to displace 
tikanga.”

Dr Dorsett’s book, tentatively 
titled Juridical Encounters: Māori 
and the British Courts in the Crown 
Colony Period, will be published 
around mid-2017.

The Foundation also supported 
the Lost Cases project, undertaken by a 
Victoria University research team including 
Dr Dorsett. This work established a database 
of early New Zealand cases, prepared from 
old and sometimes sketchy court notes. You 
can search the database at www.victoria.
ac.nz/law/nzlostcases/.

Grand juries
It’s not well known that, until 1961, a grand 
jury could be convened in New Zealand to 
decide whether an accused person should 
be put on trial by jury. Associate Professor 
Gregory Taylor of the Royal Melbourne 
Institute of Technology in Australia is 
researching how the grand jury, normally 
associated with the American court system, 
was used in New Zealand.

Professor Taylor has previously written 
about South Australia’s short-lived grand 
jury system. Although grand juries were 
available in New Zealand for 120 years, he 
says there has been no analysis of their 
role, either in criminal law or for wider 
purposes such as airing grievances and 
hearing suggestions on law reform.

He says that recovering the history of 
the grand jury of New Zealand will reveal 
something of public attitudes to the law 
and broader public affairs.

Native Land Court decisions
The Native Land Court is one of New 
Zealand’s most important legal institutions, 
yet its decisions have never been recorded 
in a proper law report format.

Professor Richard Boast of Victoria 
University has remedied that gap with his 
three-volume definitive study of the court, 
covering selected important decisions with 
commentary. The first volume, published 
in 2013, dealt with the period 1862-1887 
and the second volume continued from 
1888-1909. The final volume, to be published 
soon, will cover 1910-1953.

Legal symposia
In February this year, the Foundation sup-
ported 175 Years of interpreting the Treaty of 
Waitangi hosted by Victoria University. It 
was attended by academics and researchers 
from New Zealand, Australia and Canada 
with an interest in the Treaty or indigenous 
peoples’ issues.

Reflecting on more recent times, on 3 
November the Law Commission celebrated 
its 30th anniversary with a symposium, 
supported by the Foundation. The sympo-
sium theme was “Law Reform Community 
in the 21st Century”.

Finally for the year, on 8 and 9 December, 
Otago University’s Law Faculty is hosting 
in Auckland a colloquium and free public 
panel discussion marking the 40th anni-
versary of the Property (Relationships) 
Act 1976, intended to reflect and critically 
evaluate the current law and offer sugges-
tions for reform. Given the current Law 
Commission’s review of this Act, both the 
colloquium and public panel discussion 
have been widened to cover all the issues 
considered important to the Commission’s 
review. At this public event, leading national 
and international experts will discuss how 
and which property should be subject to 
division and the relationships to which a 
reformed PRA should apply. Members of the 
New Zealand Law Commission will also be 
present to join the discussion.

The free public discussion will be held 
from 5 to 6:30pm, Friday 9 December 2016 
in Room WG308, Sir Paul Reeves Building 
(WG), AUT, Mayoral Drive, Auckland. Details 
on this event can be found on the Events 
tab of the Law Foundation website.

For more information about these pro-
jects and other research funded by the NZ 
Law Foundation, visit our website www.
lawfoundation.org.nz, or keep up to date with 
recent research by ‘liking’ our Facebook page 
NZLawFoundation. You can subscribe to our 
YouTube channel through this link: youtube.
com/channel/UCIQZhKLPefoqetWwCe8tuSw 
to see the NZLF SNAPSHOT series – short 
interviews with our researchers, and videos 
of public lectures and addresses. ▪

Lynda Hagen is the Executive Director of the 
New Zealand Law Foundation.

Lynda Hagen
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Law reform

The New Zealand Law Society supports the 
goal of improving the legislation underpin-
ning New Zealand's food safety system, 
but says a bill currently before Parliament 
will need some changes to achieve this.

The Food Safety Law Reform Bill imple-
ments changes to New Zealand's food 
safety acts. The Law Society says the use 
of delegated legislation (regulations and 
notices) under the current food safety acts 
is inconsistent and unclear, and the Law 
Society agrees reform is needed.

"However the bill does not provide the 
clarity and coherence that the legislative 
framework needs," says Law Society spokes-
person Tim Stephens.

The bill puts in place changes to the 
Animal Products Act 1999, the Wine Act 
2003 and the Food Act 2014.

The bill provides regulations to set trace-
ability and recall requirements that are 
essential to food safety and maintenance 

of New Zealand's trading reputation. It 
allows the chief executive of the Ministry 
for Primary Industries to issue notices 
dealing with a range of food safety mat-
ters, but does not make it clear when it is 
appropriate for notices, rather than regu-
lations, to be used.

"Notices are delegated legislation but are 
subject to few constitutional safeguards 
and should only be used where necessary 
and unavoidable. It is not clear that the 
notices proposed in the bill meet this test. 
It is particularly concerning that in some 
cases, notices are intended to be used to 
‘supplement’ regulations made under the 
food safety acts," Mr Stephens says.

The Law Society says that each provision 
in the bill authorising the use of notices for 
law-making needs to be clearly justified. 
The Society also recommended a compre-
hensive review of the use of notices in all 
food safety statutes. ▪

Inland Revenue transitional powers to 
override tax legislation not justified

Law Society urges fresh look at 
New Zealand’s food safety laws

Recent 
submissions
The Law Society recently filed submis-
sions on:

 ▪ Tax, PUB00231: Income Tax – When 
is professional income derived;

 ▪ Refugee Status Branch – draft 
guidelines, minors and children in 
the refugee status process;

 ▪ Social Security (Stopping Benefit 
Payments for Offenders Who 
Repeatedly Fail to Comply with 
Community Sentences) Amendment 
Bill, Member’s Bill;

 ▪ Taxation (Business Tax, Exchange of 
Information, and Remedial Matters) 
Bill: SOP 190 – proposed redrafting;

 ▪ Corporate insolvency law – con-
sultation on part one of Insolvency 
Working Group review;

 ▪ Proposed Cadastral Survey Rules 
for Greater Christchurch;

 ▪ New Zealand Intelligence and 
Security Bill; and

 ▪ Consumer Guarantees (Removal 
of Unrelated Party Lender 
Responsibility) Amendment Bill, 
Member’s Bill (Dr Shane Reti).

The submissions are available at 
www.lawsociety.org.nz/news-and-
communications/law-reform-submissions.

Giving Inland Revenue the ability to over-
ride the Tax Administration Act while it 
beds in its business transformation pro-
gramme would give officials exceptionally 
wide powers and is not justified, the New 
Zealand Law Society says.

“The Tax Administration Act covers a wide 
range of tax administration processes and 
rules that are fundamental to New Zealand’s 
revenue collection, and to taxpayers’ percep-
tion of the integrity of the tax system. Laws, 
including tax laws, should not be able to be 
changed by regulation, even if temporarily,” 
Neil Russ, convenor of the Law Society’s Tax 
Law Committee, told Parliament’s Finance 
and Expenditure Committee.

The committee was considering the Tax-
ation (Business Tax, Exchange of Informa-
tion, and Remedial Matters) Bill: Supple-
mentary Order Paper 190.

The proposed powers are said to be 
needed to “resolve any potential transitional 
issues” that might arise as Inland Revenue 
transitions between software platforms as 

part of its business transformation. The 
proposal would give Inland Revenue wide 
powers during the transition, including 
the ability to amend, suspend or override 
provisions in the Tax Administration Act.

The Law Society questions whether these 
circumstances are sufficiently exceptional 
to justify the use of transitional override 
powers. It agrees with the criticism by 
Treasury officials that the regulatory anal-
ysis is not complete or convincing enough 
to allow an informed decision to be made 
on the appropriate scope of the powers.

“Regulations to override legislation 
should be drafted in the most specific 
and limited terms possible,” Mr Russ says.

“If Parliament considers it necessary 
to give such powers, they should be used 
extremely sparingly, bearing in mind the 
obligations on the Minister and officials to 
maintain the integrity of the tax system, 
including taxpayer perceptions of the integ-
rity of the system.”

If the proposed powers are to be given, the 

Law Society says they should not be used to:
 ▪ impose or increase liability for tax, use 
of money interest or penalties;

 ▪ alter taxpayers’ rights to dispute or to 
challenge a tax liability or decision of the 
Commissioner of Inland Revenue, or the 
application of the statutory time bar; or

 ▪ alter Part 2 of the Act (which contains 
the care and management provisions), 
or any of the provisions relating to the 
Commissioner’s information gathering 
rights, privilege and non-disclosure, or 
Parts 4 (Secrecy), 5 (Determinations) and 
5A (Binding Rulings). ▪
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CPD Calendar

For our FULL CPD calendar with programme details see www.lawyerseducation.co.nz

PROGRAMME PRESENTERS CONTENT WHERE WHEN

CIVIL LITIGATION

INTRODUCTION TO HIGH 
COURT CIVIL LITIGATION 
SKILLS

  
9 CPD hours

Pru Steven QC
James Wilding

This workshop is an excellent opportunity for recently 
admitted practitioners to develop practical skills in civil 
litigation in an intense small-group workshop. You will learn 
how to handle a single file from beginning to end, be able 
to identify and understand the various steps in the process, 
develop the practical skills you need to handle this and a 
range of other litigation files, competently and confidently.

Christchurch 21-22 Nov

ENVIRONMENT

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW 
INTENSIVE 

  
7 CPD hours

Chair:  
Dr Royden Somerville 
QC

Join us to be updated on the latest issues in environmental 
law. The proposed reforms – Resource Management Act 1991; 
the hearing processes used for proposed policy and planning 
instruments in Auckland and Christchurch; collaborative 
planning process; the challenges when proffering predictions 
about the future environment; and the development of the 
jurisprudence involving tikanga Māori and how to address 
evidence of Māori values in the Environment Court. These 
subjects will be examined by members of the judiciary and 
experienced practitioners. 

Christchurch

Auckland

Live Web Stream

15 Nov

16 Nov

16 Nov

PRACTICE & PROFESSIONAL SKILLS

DIVERSION

  
1 CPD hour

Mark Wilton The New Zealand Police Adult Diversion Scheme provides 
an alternative means of processing some offenders through 
the criminal justice court system without the intervention 
of a full prosecution. The webinar is aimed at general 
practitioners who may be faced with clients who wish to 
be considered for the scheme and for practitioners in the 
criminal field with up to five years’ experience. 

Webinar 8 Nov

PRACTICE & PROFESSIONAL SKILLS

EVIDENCE AND TRIAL 
PREPARATION

  
3 CPD hours

Chris Patterson This practical workshop covers the essential core skills of 
every litigator and dispute resolution practitioner: collecting, 
organising and using evidence to best effect. Topics include 
case theory, effective trial preparation, and evidence, proof 
and factual analysis (EPF).

Wellington

Auckland

Dunedin

5 Nov

12 Nov

26 Nov

TRUST ACCOUNT 
SUPERVISOR TRAINING 
PROGRAMME

  
7.5 CPD hours

Philip Strang, plus
Niamh McMahon (AK)
Simon Price (CH)

To qualify as a trust account supervisor, you must complete 
40-55 hours’ preparation, attend the assessment day and pass 
all assessments. 

Auckland

Christchurch

16 Nov

23 Nov

FIDUCIARY 
RELATIONSHIPS

  
3.5 CPD hours

  
2 CPD hours

Dr Gerard Curry
Peter Whiteside QC

Fiduciary obligations are fundamental to all lawyers’ 
practice. This seminar covers the nature and extent of the 
duties, remedies for breach, and an update on case law since 
the Lawyers and Conveyancers Act came into force ten years 
ago. 

Christchurch

Wellington

Auckland

Webinar

22 Nov

23 Nov

24 Nov

23 Nov

READING ACCOUNTS 
AND BALANCE SHEETS

  
7 CPD hours

Lloyd Austin A workshop to enable you to unlock the mysteries of 
financial documents, gain an insight into the world of 
accounting and make you more effective and confident 
when advising your clients on financial matters.

Christchurch

Wellington

Auckland

9-10 Nov 
(Limited)

14-15 Nov

(Limited)

16-17 Nov

(Full)

Online registration and payment can be made at: 
www.lawyerseducation.co.nz

To contact us  |  Visit: www.lawyerseducation.co.nz

 Email: cle@lawyerseducation.co.nz  |  Phone: CLE information on 0800 333 111.

PROGRAMME PRESENTERS CONTENT WHERE WHEN

PRACTICE & PROFESSIONAL SKILLS

MEDIATION FOR 
LAWYERS PART B – 
CIVIL/COMMERCIAL AND 
FAMILY

  
15 CPD hours

Denise Evans 
Virginia Goldblatt
Geoff Sharp

This workshop builds on the NZLS CLE workshop Mediation 
for Lawyers Part A which provided opportunity to 
understand the process of mediation and to learn to think 
like a mediator – not a lawyer. It provides further opportunity 
to observe a civil mediation, to dissect it and to practise 
mediation skills.

Auckland 25-27 Nov

PRACTISING ON OWN 
ACCOUNT

  
1.5 CPD hours

Paul Collins 
David Murphy

Are you considering Practising on Own Account, either 
alone or in partnership, in an incorporated practice or simply 
returning to NZ and considering your options but unsure of 
the process or if you meet the criteria? This practical webinar 
will give you an overview of the steps needed and an 
understanding of the process to be undertaken in preparing 
to Practise on Own Account.

Webinar 30 Nov

IN SHORT - AUCKLAND

ASSET PROTECTION – 
TOOLS AVAILABLE

  
2 CPD hours

Geoff Harrison
Jennifer Perry

This presentation will outline some of the tools that you 
can employ when advising your clients on how to protect 
their assets. It will include consideration of some of the 
developments in the law relating to express and constructive 
trusts.

Auckland 27 Oct

BODY CORPORATE 
GOVERNANCE

  
2 CPD hours

Liza Fry-Irvine
Joanna Pidgeon

A strong working knowledge of the body corporate 
governance regime under the Unit Titles Act 2010 is 
essential, whatever the nature or size of the development. 
This presentation will ensure you are well equipped to give 
practical body corporate governance advice to protect 
chairs and committee members from personal liability and 
are up to date with recent case law in this area. This In Short 
is based on the webinar held in September. 

Auckland 8 Nov

COMMERCIAL MEDIATION 
FOR LAWYERS

  
2 CPD hours

Mark Kelly This presentation will be of interest to commercial lawyers 
and corporate counsel who are either contemplating or 
are actively involved in commercial mediation. It will take a 
practical focus in considering what commercial mediation is, 
and outlining how to; get involved, prepare, and achieve the 
best result from this process.  

Auckland 22 Nov

MARK YOUR DIARY!

CPD Top-Up Day 2017
REGISTRATIONS OPEN 9 NOVEMBER  |  7 + 3 CPD HOURS  

Get practical advice on hot topics, across a range of practice areas and with a regional focus.
Busy practitioners - top up your CPD! This one-day programme gives you 7 hours 

face-to-face and a bonus 3 hours Online CPD for you to complete when, and where, it suits you  
 100+ Online modules to choose from.

CHRISTCHURCH WELLINGTON LIVE WEB STREAM AUCKLAND

14 February 15 February 15 February 16 February

Visit www.lawyerseducation.co.nz for more information



Online registration and payment can be made at: 
www.lawyerseducation.co.nz

To contact us  |  Visit: www.lawyerseducation.co.nz

 Email: cle@lawyerseducation.co.nz  |  Phone: CLE information on 0800 333 111.
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High Court 
upholds strike off
The High Court has upheld the strike off of 
former barrister Christopher Knute Skagen.

Mr Skagen was struck off by the New 
Zealand Lawyers and Conveyancers Tri-
bunal in December 2014. The Tribunal, in 
[2014] NZLCDT 82, found Mr Skagen guilty 
of a series of charges of misconduct. As well 
as striking him off, the Tribunal ordered 
Mr Skagen to pay $11,800 compensation to 
two former clients. He was also ordered to 
pay the respondent’s costs of $22,238 and 
reimburse $2,533 for the costs of the hearing.

Mr Skagen appealed both the findings of 
misconduct and the penalty orders.

The appeal against penalty was dis-
missed, along with the appeal on six of 
the charges where the Tribunal had found 
Mr Skagen guilty.

However, the appeal was allowed on five 
of the charges, and Justice Mallon quashed 
the Tribunal’s findings on those five.

The charges
Twelve charges of misconduct were brought 
against Mr Skagen, in relation to two clients. 
The charges can be summarised as follows:

 ▪ charge one: accepting instructions 
directly;

 ▪ charge two: accepting fees in advance;
 ▪ charge three: failure to pay monies 
received into a trust account;

 ▪ charge four: failure to act in a timely or 
competent manner;

 ▪ charge five: failing to repay monies;
 ▪ charge six: accepting a fee in advance;
 ▪ charge seven: failure to pay money 
received into a trust account;

 ▪ charge eight: failing to act in a timely or 
competent manner;

 ▪ charge nine: failing to repay monies, and 
in the alternative;

 ▪ charge ten: charging a grossly excessive 
fee (with this charge abandoned at the 
hearing);

 ▪ charge eleven: failing to permit an inves-
tigator to examine accounts; and

Lawyers 
Complaints Service

 ▪ charge twelve: failing to produce records 
to an investigator.

Charges one to five related to a client, E. 
Charges six to ten related to a client, W. 
Charges eleven and twelve related to the 
investigation of Mr Skagen about those 
clients and the operation of his practice.

The terms of engagement for client E pro-
vided that E would pay the fee in two parts, 
“one now and the final payment within a 
month”. The attached invoice was in the 
sum of $8,100. The terms of engagement 
for client W included an invoice for $6,900, 
which was paid the same day.

Justice Mallon’s decision
“I have concluded the Tribunal erred in 
finding proven charges two, three, six, seven 
and twelve,” the judgment says.

“I have also concluded the Tribunal was 
correct in finding proven charges one, four, 
five, eight, nine and eleven.

“Although the Tribunal erred in respect 
of some of the charges, I am satisfied that 
the essential concerns about Mr Skagen’s 
conduct are covered by the charges which 
were upheld.

“The matters were serious. Mr Skagen did 
not act in a competent and timely manner 
on the matters for E and W. He sought pay-
ment in advance and then refused to repay 
the money when he could not carry out the 
instructions on their behalf. He was given 
a reasonable opportunity to do so by E’s 
new solicitors but was unable to do so.

“When a complaint was made he con-
tended he was not required to repay the 
money. [Mr Skagen’s] conduct was poor 
and fell well below that expected of a bar-
rister. The Tribunal was correct to find that 
overall his conduct was dishonourable,” 
Justice Mallon said.

Fees in advance
The Tribunal, in finding charges two, three, 
six, seven and twelve proven, considered 
that Mr Skagen – by accepting fees in 
advance and not placing them in a trust 
account immediately, but applying them 
to his practice account – had breached 
the Conduct and Client Care Rules, the 
Trust Account Regulations and s 110 of 

the Lawyers and Conveyancers Act 2006. 
The High Court disagreed with the Tribunal 
and quashed these findings.

[Section 110 provides that a lawyer who 
receives money “for, or on behalf of, any 
person” must ensure that money is paid 
promptly into a trust account, and must 
hold the money exclusively for that person.]

“Section 110 of the Act did not apply 
because Mr Skagen did not receive money 
‘for, or on behalf of, any person’,” Justice 
Mallon said.

The agreement between Mr Skagen and 
the client was that the client would pay a 
fixed fee (half of which was payable imme-
diately) for work to be performed once Mr 
Skagen had been instructed by a solicitor.

“This was therefore different from an 
arrangement where money is paid in 
advance to meet fees yet to be rendered,” 
Justice Mallon said.

Rule 9.3 of the Rules of Conduct and 
Client Care and regulations 9 and 10 of 
the Trust Account Regulations “are directed 
at the situation where money is paid in 
advance in anticipation of fees to be ren-
dered at a later date.

“Regulation 9 did not apply to E’s situa-
tion because the payment was not, and was 
not required to be, paid into a trust account.

“Regulation 10 did not apply because Mr 
Skagen had already invoiced E and E had 
made the payment on the basis of that invoice.

“Mr Skagen had made it plain to E that 
he was charging a fixed fee and that part of 
that fee was payable in advance. E agreed 
to that arrangement and paid Mr Skagen’s 
invoice pursuant to that agreement.

“In my view if s 110 of the Act and regs 9 
and 10 were intended to apply to fixed fees 
payable in advance of work to be carried 
out they needed to do so expressly.”

Justice Mallon noted that a barrister 
“does not hold a trust account because it 
is not a barrister’s function to hold funds 
on behalf of a client. Client funds paid in 
advance to cover work yet to be carried 
out and invoiced are to be held by the 
instructing solicitor.

“Mr Skagen was not holding client funds 
for work yet to be invoiced. He was paid in 
advance a fixed fee for work to be carried 
out. He was not charged with improperly 
requiring that part of his fixed fee be paid 
in advance.

“That is not to say Mr Skagen’s actions 
were proper.

“He ought not to have accepted payment 
until he had an instructing solicitor in place, he 

Lawyers Complaints Service
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ought to have ensured that he was in a posi-
tion to refund the fee if he could not arrange 
for that to happen promptly and ought to 
have refunded the fee promptly when no 
instructing solicitor had been arranged.

“However, in my view, his actions did 
not breach the particular regulations relied 
on for charges two and three [and six and 
seven],” Justice Mallon said.

Mr Skagen has applied for a recall of the 
High Court decision. ▪

Fined for 
misleading 
another lawyer
A lawyer who self-reported misleading 
another practitioner and the New Zealand 
Law Society has been fined $5,000 by the 
New Zealand Lawyers and Conveyancers 
Disciplinary Tribunal.

Lisa Kate Tregenza admitted a charge of 
unsatisfactory conduct in [2016] NZLCDT 31. 
The particulars of the charge Ms Tregenza 
admitted were:

 ▪ she received an authority to uplift a client 
file from a law firm;

 ▪ she declined to hand over the file because 
the client, Mrs A, had about $2,000 of 
outstanding fees;

 ▪ five days after the first request, she 
received another email expressing 
urgency to hand over the file and request-
ing the bill of costs and letter of engage-
ment for work done on Mrs A’s file;

 ▪ Mrs A then complained to the Lawyers 
Complaints Service, alleging that Ms 
Tregenza had failed to provide a letter 
of engagement, bill of costs and her file;

 ▪ during the course of the enquiry, and on 
or about 5 November 2015, Mrs A wrote 
to a Law Society Legal Standards Officer 
and to the law firm that had requested 
Mrs A’s file, enclosing a letter of instruc-
tion dated 21 April 2015;

 ▪ the date was false because the letter 
of engagement was not created until 
November 2015; and

 ▪ in doing so, Ms Tregenza made a false 
representation to the Law Society and 
the law firm, and breached Rule 11.1 
of the Lawyers and Conveyancers Act 
(Lawyers: Conduct and Client Care) Rules 
2008 by falsely representing that a letter 
of engagement had been created and sent 

on 21 April 2015 when it had not.
Mrs A engaged Ms Tregenza on an agree-
ment for sale and purchase. Subsequently, 
Mrs A wanted to uplift her file, having 
changed lawyers.

After investigating and dismissing Mrs 
A’s complaint, a lawyers standards com-
mittee commenced an own motion inquiry, 
which resulted in charges being laid before 
the Tribunal.

‘Regrettable mistake’
Ms Tregenza “responded to the inquiry 
saying that she foolishly regarded the letter 
of engagement as a mere formality and 
wrongly thought that it was the only way 
to rectify the situation,” the Tribunal said.

“She emphasised that it was not a cal-
culated intention to misrepresent the 
situation or to mislead. In a further letter 
to the Lawyers Complaints Service the 
respondent apologised profusely for her 
‘regrettable mistake’.”

Counsel for the standards committee sub-
mitted that Ms Tregenza should be censured 
because her actions misled both the Law 
Society and another lawyer.

The Tribunal said it reached the conclu-
sion that it was not necessary to censure 
Ms Tregenza for the following reasons:

 ▪ she has had an unblemished career over 
many years with no disciplinary history;

 ▪ she self-reported and promptly acknowl-
edged her error and apologised for it;

 ▪ she addressed the Tribunal and has 
shown genuine remorse;

 ▪ she is of good character and is unlikely 
to offend again;

 ▪ there is no element that requires 

Lawyer appeals 
Tribunal decision
Wellington lawyer Keith Ian Jefferies has 
appealed the six-month suspension, com-
mencing on 10 October 2016, imposed by the 
New Zealand Lawyers and Conveyancers 
Disciplinary Tribunal in [2016] NZLCDT 29.

Mr Jefferies has been granted a stay of 
the suspension, pending the hearing of his 
appeal by the High Court.

The Tribunal suspended Mr Jefferies 
after he admitted having been convicted 
of offences punishable by imprisonment 
which tend to bring the legal profession 
into disrepute. 

He was convicted on two counts of pos-
sessing Class A drug methamphetamine, one 
count of possessing Class C drug bk-MDMA, 
and one count of possessing utensils. The 
District Court fined Mr Jefferies $1,300, 
declining to discharge him without con-
viction (see LawTalk 899, 21 October 2016).

Mr Jefferies lodged his appeal in the High 
Court on 17 October. ▪

protection of the public, as was acknowl-
edged by counsel for the applicant; and

 ▪ she is a valuable member of the profession, 
as is evidenced by the references provided 
by her peers, who were made fully aware 
of the charges and the particulars.

As well as the fine, the Tribunal ordered 
Ms Tregenza to pay the Law Society $4,000 
standards committee costs and $1,780 
Tribunal costs. ▪

Comments concerning the suitability of any of the below-named applicants for the certificate 
or approval being sought should be made in writing to me by 10 November 2016. Any sub-
missions should be given on the understanding that they may be disclosed to the candidate. 
The Registry is now advertising names of candidates for certificates of character, practising 
certificates and approvals to practise on own account on the NZLS website at www.lawsociety.
org.nz/for-lawyers/law-society-registry/applications-for-approval.
—  Christine Schofield, Registry Manager  christine.schofield@lawsociety.org.nz 
 04 463 2940  0800 22 30 30  04 463 2989

Law Society Registry

Approval to 
Practise on 
own Account
Under s 30 of the Lawyers 
and Conveyancers Act 2006
boyd Megan Sian 
Fry-Irvine Liza Jean

mackay Helen Mary 
mcGuigan Janna May 
mcKenna Scott Anthony 
Palinich Sonja Olga 
Partington Kar-Yen Alana 
ramsay Stuart George 
Scott Sarah Jane 

Sumpter Catherine 
Véronique 

Admission
Under Part 3 of the Lawyers 
and Conveyancers Act 2006
Stevenson Brendan Paul

Lawyers Complaints Service
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The Intellectual Property Office of New Zealand (IPONZ) seeks 
expressions of interest for:

Assistant Commissioner of Trade Marks, Patents and Designs - Hearings Officer

You will be required to exercise delegated powers under relevant IP legislation 
to hear Patent, Trade Mark, Design and Plant Variety Right cases, and will be 
responsible for issuing written decisions. 

The cases relate, primarily, to:

• Procedural matters under the Patent, Trade Mark, Design and Plant Variety 
Right Acts and Regulations.

• Substantive matters concerning the registrability of intellectual property 
(IP) rights.

• Opposition, revocation or cancellation of IP rights.

To apply, visit careers.mbie.govt.nz  Job Ref - MBIE/1240810. 
Applications close 5pm, Monday 21 November 2016.

This notice is in regard to satisfying the 
provisions of Section 40 Public Works Act 1981

GLENDA ARAWA LINDSAY

Known to have resided 
Pakuranga & Mt Wellington, 

Auckland

Would anyone knowing the 
whereabouts of Glenda Arawa 
Lindsay known to have resided 

in Pakuranga please contact 
Raymond Qu at Darroch  

03 3439135 or email  
Raymond Qu@darroch.co.nz

Wills
barnett, Sean Rossa
Clark, Wendy Lyn
Daniell, Marilyn 
Barbara
Johnson, Roy Neville
Lockyer, Alan Royd
martin, Peter 
Lawrence
Pou, Hemi Kiroi
Pyne, Alan Raymond

randell, Janine 
Lynette
Scaife, Sandra 
Gwendolyn
Tairoa, Alex James
Thomas, Alistair 
John Samuel
Thomson, John 
Anthony
Yates, Maria June

Sean Rossa Barnett
Would any lawyer holding a will for the above 
named, late of Wimbledon, London, previously 
of 44 Hodgkins Street, Rotorua, Electrician, who 
died at Wimbledon, London on 28 July 2016, please 
contact melissa Choppin, Holland beckett:
 melissa.choppin@hobec.co.nz
 07 571 3858  07 578 8055
  Private Bag 12011, Tauranga 3143 

DX HP40014, Tauranga

Alex James Tairoa
Would any lawyer holding a will for the above 
named, late of 119 Colombo Road, Masterton, 
New Zealand, who died on 4 September 2016 at 
Masterton, New Zealand, please contact Ainslie 
Hewton, Solicitors:
 06 377 5537  06 370 8688
  PO Box 382, Masterton 5840, DX PA89049

Hemi Kiro Pou
Would any lawyer holding a will for the above 
named, late of Valley Road, Paraparaumu, Kapiti 
Coast, who died on 7 September 2016 aged 67 
years, please contact matt Hay at Succeed Legal:
 matt.hay@succeedlegal.co.nz
 04 909 3741
  PO Box 1847, Wellington 6140

Sandra Gwendolyn Scaife
Would any lawyer holding a will for the above 
named, late of 53 Oregan Drive, Upper Hutt, 
previously of Poplar Road, Foxton, born on 3 
December 1944, who died on 26 September 2016, 
please contact Kevin Scaife:
 info@ritefit.co.nz
 09 630 8811 or 0274 868 248
  2/37 Paunui Street, St Heliers, Auckland 1071

Maria June Yates
Would any lawyer holding a will for the above 
named, late of 263 Takahue Road, Kaitaia, Farmer, 
who died on 15 February 2016 aged 56 years, please 
contact victoria moss, Haigh Lyon:
 victoriam@haighlyon.co.nz
 09 985 2520  09 307 0353
  PO Box 119, Auckland 1140, DX CP19014

Roy Neville Johnson
Would any lawyer holding a will for the above 
named, late of 533 Hepburns Road, RD 2, 
Ashburton, born on 4 July 1954, who died on 
2 October 2016, please contact Nicky Lamont, 
Tavendale and Partners:
 nicky.lamont@tp.co.nz
 03 308 4188  03 308 7412
  PO Box 324, Ashburton 7740

Alan Royd Lockyer
Would any lawyer holding a will for the above named, 
aka royd Lockyer, late of 1455 State Highway 1, 
Waikuku (RD3) Rangiora, formerly of 4 Balmoral 
Place, Ashubrton, Retired Truck Driver, born on 1 
December 1942, who died at Rangiora, Christchurch 
on 8 September 2016, please contact Leanne Wright, 
Lyon o’Neale Arnold, Lawyers, Tauranga:
 leanne@loalaw.nz  07 928 4427
 07 928 4420   PO Box 746, Tauranga 3140

Wendy Lyn Clark
Would any lawyer holding a will for the above 
named, late of Omakau, who died in Dunedin on 
24 September 2016, please contact Kieran Tohill, 
AWS Legal, Alexandra:
 kieran.tohill@awslegal.com
 03 440 0026  03 448 6079
  PO Box 268, Alexandra 9340

Peter Lawrence Martin
Would any lawyer holding a will made after 1979 for 
the above named, late of Eastbourne, Lower Hutt, 
formerly of Tauranga and Auckland, Chemist, please 
contact matthew Gilkison, mackay & Gilkison:
 mackay.gilkison@xtra.co.nz
 04 499 4395  04 499 4397
  PO Box 5240, Wellington 6145, DX SP22504

John Anthony Thomson
Would any lawyer holding a will for the above 
named, late of Blenheim, who died between 22 
August 2016 and 29 August 2016, please contact 
Nicki Sowman, malley & Co:
 nicki.sowman@malley.co.nz
 03 363 6351  03 365 4613
  PO Box 1202, Christchurch 8140

Marilyn Barbara Daniell
Would any lawyer holding a will for the above 
named, late of Raumati Beach, who died on 4 
September 2016 in London, UK, aged 78 years, 
please contact John H West, Solicitor:
 john@jhwest.co.nz
 04 297 1544  04297 1546
  PO Box 253, Paraparaumu 5254, DX RP60002

Janine Lynette Randell
Would any lawyer holding a will for the above 
named, late of Porirua, who died between 29 
and 30 September 2016, please contact Janine 
merritt, Gault bevan Law:
 janine@gaultbevan.co.nz
 04 238 2351  04 238 2352
  PO Box 50796, Porirua 5240 

DX SP32518, Porirua

Alan Raymond Pyne
Would any lawyer holding a will for the above 
named, last known address 30 Kaihuia Street, 
Northland, Wellington 6012, also resided at 54 
Coronation Road, Morrinsville 3300, born on 2 
November 1948, who died on 13 February 1996, 
please contact Natasha Walter, Kmo Limited:
 natasha@kmolegal.co.nz
 09 366 1366  09 366 1363
  PO Box 2137, Auckland 1140.

Alistair John Samuel Thomas
Would any lawyer holding a will for the above 
named, late of 388  Spur Road, Pongaroa, born 
on 26 April 1950, who died at Pahiatua on 9 October 
2016 aged 66  years, please contact Tom montague, 
Todd Whitehouse, barristers and Solicitors:
 tom@toddwhitehouse.co.nz
 06 368 8886  06 368 6109
  PO Box 34, Levin 5540.
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Ross Knight is a Senior Barrister practising out of 
Princes Chambers in Auckland’s CBD, specialising in 
relationship property and trust litigation.

He is looking to employ a full-time Junior, preferably 
with 1-2 years, PQE, although he would consider a 
newly admitted graduate with the right qualifications 
and attributes. 

The successful applicant will be personable, 
hardworking, have excellent communication skills – oral 
and written – and above all else, an aptitude for and 
keen interest in, complex relationship property and trust 
work. Although not a prerequisite, the ideal applicant 
will have accounting and/or commercial qualifications 
and training.

Expressions of interest should be submitted  
by 18 November 2016 to Ross’ Chambers Manager, 
Maxine Renwick at maxine@rossknight.co.nz 

www.rosknight.co.nz. 

Junior Barrister

Senior Lawyer
Junior Lawyer

         here will you be in five year’s time? Have you given
        serious thought about the future of  law? What will 
law firms look like in the next decade?

   f  you are itching to be part of  the revolution currently
    disrupting the profession then talk to us about joining 
our Christchurch team of  15 staff.

      or a number of  years Ebborn Law has been known
      for our dedication to quality, committment to social 
good and a creative approach to helping people access 
justice.

   f  you’re looking for the next challenge in your career,
    have at least three year’s PQE and are (or could be)
qualified to be a family legal aid lead provider then
enquire in strictest confidence to the
Chief  Executive Officer.

jarrod.coburn@ebbornlaw.co.nz

W
I

F

I

Trust Accountant

Please email your application and CV to 
aaron@neilsonslawyers.co.nz

Initial enquiries welcome, please phone 
Aaron Dower on 09 634 7740

We have an opportunity for an experienced trust 
accountant to join our dynamic firm based in 
Onehunga. This is a full time permanent role.

You will be responsible for all trust transactions 
and ensuring the Law Society rules and 
procedures are complied with. Experience with 
InfinityLaw, Xero, IMS Payroll and ASB FastNet 
Business is preferred but not essential.

You will have uncompromising and exacting 
standards, have excellent communication skills 
and be motivated and ambitious. Meticulous 
attention to detail is a must. The successful 
candidate will also assist the directors with 
various management tasks.

All applications will be treated in confidence.
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Work with our HR team to support our frontline staff to work 
safely and achieve our goal of reducing reoffending by 25%. 

If you are a lawyer with some experience in communicating 
pragmatic legal advice on a range of complex employment law 
matters we can offer you the opportunity to stretch and develop 
your legal skills in a challenging environment.

Located in our National Offi ce in Wellington, you will be part of a 
small in-house team providing employment law advice and support 
directly to the Department’s HR advisers and managers to improve 
integrity and accountability. 

To be successful you will need:
• Highly developed written and verbal communication skills and 

the ability to communicate complex advice with confi dence
• A pragmatic and practical approach to problem solving
• Able to work both autonomously and as part of a team when 

required
• A law degree and a current NZ Practising Certifi cate. 

All applications must be submitted online via our recruitment 
system. 

Vacancy Number: COSNO6989
Applications close: Thursday, 17 November 2016
www.corrections.govt.nz/careers 

At the Department of Corrections we are passionate about 
reducing re-offending and keeping communities safe. With 
Corrections you’ll be part of a highly supportive team that 
manages offenders in prison and in the community.
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Gibson Sheat are not a goliath of a firm (nor do they want to be)  
yet the firm has many great lawyers. You’ll find that, in Gibson 
Sheat’s specialist areas, they can (and do) compete with any law 
firm in the country.

Lower Hutt • Intermediate Commercial Solicitor 3-5 PQE

For a confidential discussion please call Frieda Crawford on 021 870 206.  
Applications close at 9am on Friday, 11th November 2016.  
Late applications will not be accepted. Please note that Clarity Consulting Group  
is the specialist legal recruitment agency retained to work exclusively on this role.

As an Intermediate Solicitor in the firm, you will have the opportunity to work on a wide range of general commercial matters including 
business sales and purchases and trusts and property related matters.

If you want to:

• Have an interesting and varied range of work 
• Work in a stimulating, supportive and collegial environment 
• Have a fantastic career but still have a life

… then Gibson Sheat could be the right firm for you

You will be successful working at Gibson Sheat if:

•  You are client focused  
• You have a can-do attitude and are willing to give anything a go 
• You are good at building strong relationships 
• You are highly motivated and have a strong work ethic

If you believe that you have what it takes to exceed Gibson Sheat’s clients’ expectations, we would love to hear from you.

ComplyWith is leading the charge with regard to cloud-based regulatory risk information and  
reporting. Opportunities like this one are rare in the Wellington market!  

If you want to apply your legal knowledge in new and innovative ways across a range of  
interesting regulatory environments and be involved in a leading edge business that provides  
clarity and confidence to its clients, then this could be the role for you!

Wellington • Associate 2-3 PQE

For a confidential discussion or a copy of the position description please call  
Frieda Crawford on 021 870 206. Please note that Clarity Consulting Group is  
the specialist legal recruitment agency retained to work exclusively on this role.

As a key player in the ComplyWith team, you will work closely with the Senior Associate in order to manage and implement the successful 
delivery of the regulatory compliance program to a wide range of clients.

This role will call on your legal skills, process management and communication skills in order to understand the scope and nature of your 
clients’ operations, and what this means in terms of their regulatory obligations.  With that understanding you will implement, document, 
and project manage a range of compliance programmes, providing clients with unparalleled visibility and management of legal risk.

The sky is the limit in terms of where you can go with this role and an excellent salary is on offer for the right candidate. 

All applicants must have the following

•  A current New Zealand practising certificate (or be eligible to obtain one) • An excellent academic record 
•  A commitment to team culture • A values driven personality • Outstanding technical legal analysis skills and experience 
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District inspectors are statutory officers appointed 
for three-year terms to uphold the rights of patients 
under the Mental Health (Compulsory Assessment 
and Treatment) Act 1992 and to ensure that the 
provisions of this Act are adhered to correctly. 
District inspectors may also be appointed to 
perform additional duties under the Intellectual 
Disability (Compulsory Care and Rehabilitation) 
Act 2003. District inspectors are required to work 
as part of wider regional teams and as a national 
caucus. 

On behalf of the Minister of Health, who appoints 
all district inspectors, the Ministry of Health seeks 
applications from suitably qualified barristers 
and solicitors. We welcome applications from 
those whose district inspectors and deputy district 
inspectors appointments are due to expire, and 
those who are keen to take up new challenges in 
the mental health and/or disability field.

Appointments will commence 1 July 2017. 

The appointment process is expected to take 
approximately four months, and is run by the 
Ministry of Health.

You must be a barrister or solicitor with a current 
practising certificate, and have an interest in the 
mental health area.

It is expected that shortlisting will be completed 
by 21 February 2017, and that those who are 
shortlisted will be contacted shortly after that date. 
Only shortlisted applicants will be interviewed, 
but all applicants will be advised as to whether 
they have been shortlisted. All applications will 
be presented to the Minister for his consideration.

Interviews are expected to be scheduled during 
March 2017.

Please note: 

•	 Time commitment should not be more than 30 
percent of practice, for a term of three years.

•	 First-term district inspectors are usually 
reappointed for a further three-year term 
without interview.

•	 After two terms, each district inspector position 
is subject to a publicly advertised appointments 
process.

District Inspectors for 
Mental Health 

All interested barristers and solicitors are invited to apply  
for appointment as district inspectors 

You must address the key appointment criteria 
in your application. All applications should 
include a curriculum vitae and must address 
the applicant’s suitability to be appointed, 
based on these key criteria:

•	 legal knowledge and experience

•	 mental health knowledge, including knowledge 
of the Mental Health (Compulsory Assessment 
and Treatment) Act 1992

•		communication skills

•		consumer sensitivity

•		personal attributes such as judgement and 
common sense

•		cultural awareness, sensitivity and knowledge

•		for consideration of additional appointment 
under ID(CC&R) Act 2003 knowledge and/or 
experience of disability

•		regional and collegial commitment.

Additionally: 

•	 Applicants must supply two written references 
that address the key appointment criteria. 
These two referees should be available to 
provide verbal references.

•	 Applicants must supply a copy of their 
practising certificate.

•	 Applicants will be shortlisted on the basis of 
their applications, including written references 
and curricula vitae.

•	 Applicants will be required to respond in 
writing about any criminal convictions.

•	 Applicants will be required to identify 
any conflicts of interest that might arise 
if appointed as a district inspector. For 
extra information on conflict of interest 
considerations, please refer to the State 
Services Commission’s Board Appointment 
and Induction Guidelines, which is available 
at www.ssc.govt.nz. 

•	 Applicants’ information will be provided  
to the Minister to assist in his decision-
making.

Applications must be received by 5pm, Friday, 3 February 2017.

Applications  
should be sent to:

Bella Ansell,  

Advisor, 

Office of the Director 

of Mental Health,  

Ministry of Health,  

PO Box 5013, 

Wellington 6145.

If you have  

any queries,  

please phone  

phone Bella on  

(04) 816-4369 

(Bella_Ansell@ 

moh.govt.nz) or 

Stephen Enright on 

(04) 496 2080 at the 

Ministry of Health.

Further information  

on the role of District 

Inspectors can be 

obtained from the 

Ministry of Health 

website  

(www.health.govt.nz). 

Please refer to the 

on-line publication of 

the Guidelines for 

District Inspectors 

Appointed under the 

Mental Health 

(Compulsory 

Assessment and 

Treatment) Act 1992 

(2012), and other 

on-line guidelines to 

the Act.
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Discover this all new intuitive online research platform  
for yourself – with a single user-friendly search box –  
it’s a refreshing simple way to conduct your research. 

By having leading technology and accurate  
information at your fingertips, we believe  
this gives you the time and power to  
shape your world… or just the time  
to spend with your family.

GIVING YOU TIME FOR 
THOSE LITTLE MOMENTS

Lexis Advance®

© 2016 LexisNexis NZ Limited. LexisNexis and the Knowledge Burst logo are registered trademarks of Reed Elsevier Properties Inc., and used under licence.

GIVING YOU BACK MORE TIME TO DO WHAT MATTERS MOST. 

ONE SIMPLE SEARCH BOX

Simple search. Clear insight.

TALK TO YOUR RELATIONSHIP MANAGER OR VISIT 
OUR  WEBSITE 
WWW.LEXISNEXIS.CO.NZ/LEXISADVANCE
TO REQUEST YOUR FREE DEMO & TRIAL.


